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GENUINE

xa,

GINEMATOGRAPH FILMS
CHINA

AND

THE

“ROVALTY” Series of Slides.
THE

7,

8.
9.
» 10.
.

Unpublished

THE
Taken

”

”

50 feet.

by

Travellers

”

recently

returned.

”

lied
cre
wry Be
ay
ss
»
& Camel
» 16. Camels entering Pekin.

Pack.

» 17, On the Road from Tientsin to Pekin.
» 18. Native Quarters of Pekin.
» 20. Gateway near Pekin.
. The Great Wall of China, view from top.
», 22. Archway with Buddhist Inscription, and

RECEPTION.

of China,
3. Gigantic Statues of Camels.

by permission from the steps of St. Paul’s
Cathedral.

HARRISON

Photographs

. Chinese Go-cart, Nurse, and Baby.
PALI
Sie
core » . Ploughing.
. A Chinese Well,
oe
“Tr
2. Chinese Inn.
. Outside Pekin—The Canal Forded by the Allies.
. The Walls of Pekin, Mongolian Traders.

is. per foot.

C.I.V.

SLIDES

FIRST
LIST.
. Chinese Man-of-War off Taku.
Chefoo from the Sea.
House-boat on the Pei-Ho near Pekin.
Net Fishing on the Pei-Ho.
Pekin Mule-cart and Driver.
Native Traders in Pekin.

No.

Street Scene in Pekin. 125 feet.
Panorama on the Tientsin to Pekin Railway. 65 feet.
Chinese Factory Hands. 65 feet.
An Old Chinese Woman Spinning. 65 feet.
Craft onthe Canton River. 125 feet.
Chinese “ Punch and Judy" Show. 65 feet.
A Chinese Laundry.
65 feet.
Native Boat Race in South China. 8&0 feet.
Chinese Theatre.
125 feet.
Ist Besinens of Sikhs at Exercise (now in Pckin).

Price

.

FROM

EAST;

50 feet.
» 12. Coaling Man-of-War at Nagasaki.
», 13. Market Scene in Corea.
50 feet.
14. Chinese at Dinner.
50 feet.
4-45;
45
Ironing. 50 feet.

LATEST.

CHINESE

Being part of Series recently taken by a Skilled Operator
with E, F. G. HATCH, Esq., M.P., during his Tour in China,
Japan, Corea, Malay, Aden, Canada, British Columbia, etc.

No. 1.
3.
4.
5,
» 6.

VERY

&

apes

“

”

Elephants.

Price

2s. 6d. each.

Great Wall

CO., Sole Publishers,
13, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.

ARTISTIC LANTERN SLIDES
IMPORTANT << LIMELIGHT USERS| NEW AND
By all the Best Makeys Kept in Stock.
“GNX BORLAND’S

xa

We have secured the Slide copyright, by arrangement
with Messrs. FIsHER Unwix, of two important NEW

PATENT SCISSORS ARC LAMPS
-

.

WORKS

“=

FOR...

Direct and Alternating

We

Currents.

Feeding.
The “ Dot."
matic

Arc

Stock

& Hand

71,

Prices,

Every

REQUISITE FOR THE
THE LANTERNIST.

&

Lamp

in

OTHER

LECTURER

AND

CROWHURST
Avenue,

& Sons),

London,

W.

J. L. D.

the

for Theatvical Purposes, Lantern Projections, Enlarging,
Printing, and Photographing.

Shaftesbury

2370"

>} THE $+

The only auto-

market which fits all ordinary Optical Lanterns on
the limelight tray without
any alterations

Invaluable

0088.2 1282 =

(Magy years with W. Watson

Feeding.

Self-Striking

woseng|¥E

SANDERS

Made in Three Types

Hand

:—

** THROUGH
NEW GUINEAS AND
CA
BAL
COUNTRIES.") 4
“THROUGH
UNKNOWN TIBET.”

Cinematograph Films.
NAVAL, MILITARY, AND MISCELLANEOUS
SUBJECTS.

Particulars, and Testimonials free on application to—

F. J.
SS

Please

BORLAND,

Sheepscar
mention

Grove,
this

Catalogue,

LEEDS.

Journal

when

Levms,

and Sample
Cutting
application fo

of Film

on

J. L. DYER, King’s Road, SOUTHSEA.
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NOTICES.
THE

Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the Ist of every month, price Two
Pence, and may be obtained from
Railway News Stalls, Photographic

all Newavendors,
Dealers, or from

the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
12 months, 3/-.

United States, 75 cents.

Exounanaz Column, General Wants, &. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional
words, ld.
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.

EDITORIAL
communications
must be addressed,
J. HAY TAYLOR,
Advertisements and business
communications
to THE
MAGIC
LANTERN
JOURNAL COMPANY, Limited, 9, Carthusian
Street,

London,

American

E.C.

Agents:—The

International

and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

News

Co., 83

Civilisation

in

Pre-Historic

Times.---At

the London Institution Prof. W. M. F. Petrie
gave a lecture a short time ago on ‘‘ The Rise of
Egyptian Civilisation.” The lecture itself was
full of matters of very great interest, and this
was further enhanced by a series of photographs
which were projected upon the screen.
Mr.
Petrie who has opened up over five thousand
tombs in the course of his investigations and
researches,

explained

that the tide of civilisa-

tion was at its flood in pre-historic times, and
that it ebbed away before the advent of the

dynasties. The professor traced the career of
man back to about 7000 B.C.
~

~

Fake or Trick Cinematograph

Pictures.—

On page 138 of last issue we made a few comments on what we termed ‘fake ’’ cinematograph pictures.
Mr. Urban, the managing
director of the Warwick Trading Company,
Limited, calls us to task for using the word
‘‘fake” under the circumstances, and explains
| that the style of picture we described should

The Optical Magic T.antern Journal and Photographic
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Enlarger.

have been spoken of as a ‘‘trick film.” This, - aptitude in getting an audience, firing, gas, and
he explains, differs from a ‘‘ fake’’ inasmuch as | the hundred and one conveniencies of a showroom free of cost under the guise of what is
the gene.:al understanding of a ‘‘fake” film is
called a demonstration.
At two consecutive
that of producing a film of a counterfeit revisits to two different societies in two different
presentation of an actual event, such as has
towns I found the same commercial gentleman
been practised extensively with South African
war subjects, many of which were made in the | holding forth, he occupying the whole evening
at each.
Surely if the members cannot keep
suburbs of London, besides France and New
their own society going with papers and disJersey, U.S.A.
We may here say that no
cussions it is, in my opinion, about time they
‘fake’ subjects of the war have been issued by
closed up.”
the Warwick Trading Company. all theirs being
o
~
x
actual photographs taken at the occurrence of
the various events in Africa.
Of “trick”
Slides of Life in Canada.—We
undersubjects, such as we alluded to in last issue,
stand that Mr. H. M. Murray, Canadian
they, however, publish a splendid collection.
Government
Agent, 52, St. Enoch Square,
>

nad

Glasgow, with a view of giving a_ better
knowledge of Canada, its natural and mineral

bead

resources,

‘‘Photograms”’ of the Year 1900.—Messrs.
Dawbarn
& Ward, Limited, have as usual

agricultural

products,

etc.,

will

be

‘ glad to place at the disposal of school
teachers, co-operative
societies, and young
brought out their annual record of the practical
men’s institutions, a set of lantern slides
photoyraphic work of the year. The German
showing views of some of the principal towns
resumé is written by Herr Juhl, and the
of the Dominion, with their respective indus‘¢ American School” by Mr. Kelly, ‘ Pictorial
tries. The set also includes scenes of agriPhotography in Australia” by Mr. Griffichs,
cultural life and work, such
as ranching,
‘“‘The Photographer in New Zealand” by Mr.
dairying, etc., and accompanying each set is a
Martin, ‘‘ Actistic Photography in France” by
descriptive pamphlet, which
describes
the
Mr. Demachy, ‘“ Photography in Canada,” Mr.
various views in a short and comprehensive
Stanton, “ Two Great Exhibitions,” Mr. Carter.
manner.
The illustrations are numerous and varied, and
a
~
~
all are splendidly printed on good paper. This
The Largest Camera
in the World.—
book is published at 3s., cloth, and 2s., paper |
The largest camera is said to belong to the
binding, at 6, Farringdon Avenue, London.
Alton Railway Company, U.S.A.
It took two
aad
bead
bead
and a half months to build, and cost something
Free

The

Lantern

Lectures

Liverpool Corporation

at

like £1,000.

Liverpool.—

seriés of free lantern lectures at the Picton Hall.
The services of men and women who are well

versed in the subjects on which they will treat
have been engaged.
cd

What

is

a

Photographic

the

course

mercial traveller,

scanty on

Society?—A

of my business

as a com-

not in the photographic

line

into the meeting of any photographic society
which may be in progress in any particular
town in which I happen to be, hoping to
spénd a pleasant evening, and to hear what
is taking place in the photo circles of the various
Well, judging from visits to several
towns.
lately, they appear to be solely the hunting
and advertising ground of a few commercial
travellers engaged by dealers to show their
particular cameras, plates, or paper.
I do not
the

dealers,

it

shows

thei

business

20

Folks

&

to Church.—The

was

Sunday

made,.and

evenings,

congrega-

had been

very

so a bold stroke

instead of the usual style of

; sermon it was decided to introduce the lantern,
and style it a magic lantern exhibition.
This
had a magical effect, the cliurch was speedily
crowded, and the congregation listened with

however, I visit numerous towns, and often drop

blame

it measures

tion at St. Clement’s, Newtown,

memberiof several societies writes as follows :—

“In

extended

~

me

Getting

aad

me

When

feet long.
In making the bellows some 40
gallons of glue were used, and the entire weight
of the apparatus is estimated at 1,400 lbs.

has inaugurated a

|
;
|
.
;
_

wrapped attention to the discourse on the life
of Christ, and greatly admired the illustrations.
Such was the success that it has been -decided
to give.a lantern Sunday night once every
month.
aad

ee

a

Passion Play Slides Fall Flat.—The representation of the Ober-Ammergau Passion Play,
recently given at the Crystal Palace, could
a success.
‘The audience
. hardly be termed
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GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Canterbury,
6s. the

for beauty

collodion

on

the screen, no

emulsion.
— Dunning,

RK. ERNEST
C.
kinematographist

and January; particulars and terms (new
2, Sidlaw-terrace, Roundhay-road, Leeds.

1

WE

lists

free—John

brass

blow-through

and vertical

Stabb,

jets,

adjusting

rods;

has some illustrated hymns, temperance

aud comic sets of coloured slides, would sell cheap;

also good bi-unial.—Mc Millen, 48, Walpole-street, High
South Shields.

es

for eale, cheap; good condition;

would

ex-

change 8 for slides, lecture sets; 12 ft. silver screen ,
£2 10s.—Heaton, West-street, Blackpool.

‘IFE of Christ.—Scripture figure studies
(Newton &
Co.), cheap for cash, 12 Christmas subjects; also
several pairs high-class effects.— Write, Gowen,

16, Hale

End-road, Walthamstow.

process

address).—

Exeter

WI TEDMAN-BROWN
oxygen generator, complete; in
s
capital working order; also Abiagdon acetylene
generator, No. 14 size; what offers ?—Wm. Carter,
Denham, Billingshurst.

Tynedale,

Educational Trust), has a few vacant dates in Deccmber

and

Hill-square, W.

from
book

GAKBULT,
lanternist
and
(lanternist to the Gilchrist

Paul's

cheap ; 103. each; letters only.— Rowlands, 23, Campden

a

Reigate.
N

dozen ; catalogue, 3d.;

fitted with horizontal

apparatus; for terms and open dates apply to R. G. Mason,
69, Park-road, Clapham, S.W.

touch

St.

Babbacombe-road, Torquay.
ETS.—Two very superior

Apply at the Office of the Journal, 9, Curthusian-street,
EC.
7
O Jecturers, etc.—Lantern operatur (recommended
by some of the best known public lecturers) is open
for engagements in town or country; highest class of

can

Winchester,

Cathedrals, Westminster Abbey, etc. ; thousands of slides,

H. Wood, Nunhead Lodge, Nunhead-lane, Peckham, S.K.
‘TUYOR sale, a complete set of bound volumesof THE
Macic
LANTERN
JOURNAL, volumes 1 to 10.—

illustrations, etc.;

iii.

ARIS Exhibition, 93 slides; cat studies; Mr. and
Mrs. Kruger, and five others, very amusing, 4s. the
six; flower studies, 100 slides: London views, the Zoo,

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on
very moderate terms.
Reference, Editor of this Journal.
—Address, Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.
ANTED, complete sets of lantern slides, secondhand, in good condition for hiring out trade.—
Address, Optical, c/o OpticaL LANTERN JOURNAL.
O lecuurers and public entertainers - -A mo-t powerful
bi-unial lantern for sale cheap, 3-inch front lens,
two most powerful high pressure jets, rolling curtain,
etc., packed io travelling case, and 20-feet linen screen.—

YOLLODION
emulsion
lantern siden made
original negatives, photographs, engravings,

Enlarger.

OS. 8 to 13S, inclusive, of OpticaL Maaic LANTERN
JOURNAL for sale, or would exchange for good lan-

tern slides.—Address, Headmaster,
School, Mast Dulwich, S.E.

Advs-road

Board

OK sale, tirst- class jet,, for mixcd gases or ether, screw-

down valves, packed barrel; work with any satura| tor; using less gas, giving more brilliant light than mixed
| jet. ‘Goodwin, Bilton, Rugby.

WrON

&

CO...

Manufacturers of Optical Lanterns and Slides of the Bighest Quality Only,

3,

elaaaaie

ACETYLENE
FOR

lisa;

LIGHT

ANITA)

LANTERNS.

ils
i}

E are now able to supply a Complete Apparatus
for working our Oil Lanterns with Acetylene
Gas of a most simple and efficient form. It is perfectly
safe, and more easy to work than an ail lamp, while
it gives a considerably brighter light.
PRICE
GENERATOR,

LAMP,

COMPLETE,
TUBING,

SUPPLEMENTARY

APPARATUS

POST

LIST

FREE

ON

OF

SLIDES

AND

The Editor of ‘‘ The Optical

|
|\
|

sE ARSON
ILLUSTRATED

1900-1901.

CATALOGUE

SIX

STAMPS.

burn

with

a

HBS
O OC

Price

6d.

APPLICATION.

SATURATOR.
large bore Jet for three hours.

The above can he seen at work in our Testing Room at 3, Fleet St.
NEW

“NEWTONIAN”
ETHER
This Cetueae will

70-

&c.

Tins of Carbide for two hours’ Exhibition

dca

Lantern
“We

Journal”

Magic

says :—

were greatly pleased with

behaviour of this

Saturator, which

the
will

be found to work with absolute safety.
With it one who had never before used
a saturator could not fail in getting a
good light with practically no trouble. '

iv
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GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS
.— Continued

NY RAND
new effect sets in the fiuest misiature
work.—''
The Hidden Terror,” submarine warfare
of the future, Dawn on the ocean, submarine

boat sinks

into the deptlis and attacks ironclad, entirely destroying

it ; new and original movements of a novel character, just
invented, a magnificent and thrilling effect in the finest
hand work; The Great Fire in Jewin Street, with special

mechanical movements
invented by E. H. Wilkie,
building seen to gradually fall in as the fire progresses ;
send for lists.—Edmund 4. Wilkie, as below.
ARIS Exhibition effects elaborately worked up on
P
nature photographs from Mr. Wilkie’s own negatives
— Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

PJ)Ht Chateau d’Mau.—This marvellous building by
day and night, with illumination by coloured electric glow lamps, the fountaing in foreground in full play
rising and falling while changing colours, and the great
veil of water in background falling by entirely new

mechanical movement; realistic and beautiful; one of
the finest effects ever invented ; send for list.—Kdmund
II. Wilkie, as below.

FP\HE

Luminous Palace (copyright), Old Paris from

the river (copyright), the Belgian Pavilion (copy-.
right), Rue des Nations (copyright), and others; all in
the highest artistic finish and with new effects.—To be

obtained only of Edmund

‘A MAGNIFICENT
A

Exhibition,
extant;

series of 55 photos of the Pars

each

regard to technical
series

H. Wilkie, as below.

picture

quality and

superb

a gem of art, both with

composition ; the finest

definition;

are

these

not

trade

photos, but special productions, printed on the premises
by E. H. Wilkie’s skilled assistants ; price 1s. each or

103. per dozen ; cend for list—Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.

YOR

War

effects,

with

startling

Changes

1n finest

work.—Battle of Dundee, Destruction of Boer gun
at Ladysmith, Signalling with Ladysmith, Buller crossing
the

Tugela,

Badeo-Powell

at Mafeking,

Surrender

Cronje, An incident on Spion Kop, Triumphant
Lord Roberts
below.

into

Pretoria..-Edmund

H.

of

entry of

Wilkie,

as

Y LV2S weicome to London.—Six speciul photo©.
graphs from nature showing Crowd with large
motto, Welcome to the C.I.V.'s, At the Marble Arch, In
Hyde Park, Ambulances in Hyde Park, Crowd awaiting at
Marble Arch, C.I.V.'s battcry in Hyde Park; the set, 6s.

- post free ; a valuable series of great

and

lasting historic

interest._Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
ARON singers. —An entirely new effect in exqulsite
O
miniature painting; new movements; exterior of
farm house, snowy landscape; group of carol Singers,
illuminated by lamp standing in the snow; door opens,
figures go inside leaving lamp casting its glow on the
snow;

different

to, and

superior

to any

other

set.—

Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
f apne
H. wILKI desires it to ba distincuy
understood that these effects are produced by the
identical artists who formerly painted the grand dioramic

and mechanical effects for which the late Royal Polytechnic was so celebrated; no trouble or expense is

spared in their preparation, and at the present time their
value to public exhibitors cannot be exaggerated; it is
of interest to lanternists to note that E. H. Wilkie is the
only member of the lecture staff of the late Royal Polytechnic now engaged in the business of supplying these
grand optical effects; these are not made by hundreds,
but each slide receives the greatest amount of care and

attention at the bands of skilled artists and mechanicians 3
we originate and do not imitate; send for list of effects.
—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

Please

mention

this

Journal

when

N*Y list of novelties in effect slides now ready, gratis
acd post free.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below
De
teeta worked up in oil coluur, water
colour, pure varnish colours, or by the beautiful
American process at most reasonable prices; the bvat
work only; slides prepared by photography or hand
painting from negatives, drawings, prints from nature, or
from written or vorbal description;
every class of
mechanical movement supplied or invented for special
purposes; see testimonials. —Kdmund

Se
K

vaie

effects

for single

Wilkie, as below.

H. Wilkie, as below.

lanterns.—Edmund

H.

HINA.—aA large selection of views showing th:
China of to-day, together with scenes from the
recent battlefields, principally from direct negatives
fcom Nature; send for list.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.
ARGAINS
ia second-hand apparatus and slides;
send for list; a quantity of useful slides, some
finest quality hand-paintings for disposal at lees than halt
cost.—Kdmund H. Wilkie, as below.

brag
cree genre studies; many prize meda's;
the finest series of flower studies in existence;
beautifully worked up in colours; snow scenes, cloui
studies ; all in the finest work, at ordinary prices ; list;
free.--Edmund

*

H. Wilkie, as below.

QJOUAL ” mixea gus hign-power jet, the ideal lanveru

No) jet, the most powerful and perfect jet yet produced for use in single, bi-unial or triple lanterns; used
With the greatest success on the great ecreen at the

Crystal Palace ;send for illustrated descriptive circular.
H. Wilkie, as below.

—Edmund

; \ YT ILKIE’S improved triple and other lanterns, the
results of a quarter of a century's practical
experience ; send for illustrated descriptive pamphlet. —
Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

.T

OVELTY.—A
new box for carrying unfrain.d
.
slides, same size as those usually carrying 45;
entirely new principle ; carries 75; slides cannot fall oc
get out of order; no grooves to tear bindings; small,

light, compact, nicely finished, stained and varnished,
with strap handle for carrying ; 55. 6d. post free; a great
convenience.—Edmund H. Wilkie, a3 below.

} ILKIH’S “ Solar" flint limes are made with the
\
greatest care, are accurately turned and drilled,
and composed of selected magnesian limestone; the
finest extant; ordinary size 2s. 9d. per dozen, Post free;
large size, 1} inches in diameter, a noble lime, per half

dozen, 2s. 3d. post free, packed in air-tight tins:
lanternists once using these magnificant limes will use
no other.—Edmund H. Wilkie, 114, Maygrove-road,
West Hampstead, London, N.W.
| 7ANTED, set of slides, Dick’s Fairy and Round tne

below.

World ; or good temperance set ;exchange jet as
Se
Ste
;
;
=

ANTERN slides.—advertiser has about 3,000 in seus
and miscellaneous to dispose of at very low prices;

printed

list

with

prices

free

on

application

to—Mr.

Boutwood,143, Milward-road, Hastiogs.
D° you want any colouring, negatives raade, slides or
efiects made for Christmas’? Give us your ideas and

we will work them out; rackworks, chromos, levers,
slips; mconrise and ripple effects, day to night effects, a

speciality ; advertisement slides, mechanical

and

othar-

wise, made; negatives made from 5s., slides made from
4s., colouring from 8s. per doz.—Brett & Green, 23,

’ Bickerton-road, London, N.

I ANTERN
operators (first-class) wauted very fcequently for London and suburbs.—Full particulars

to Brandon Mcdland, 13, York-street, Walworth, S.E.

corresponding

with

Advertisers,

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
expected to see something better than coloured
views of pictures, and aset of cinematographic

views,

which

those

who

had

seen

the

Prominent Men in the Lantern World.

real

No,

representation said were nothing like it. It
was even asked by members of the audience
whether the pictures shown had been taken at
Ober-Ammergau or in some one’s back garden.
>

The

Edinburgh

Exhibition.—The

Sad

annual

of

38,

Castle

Street,

Edinburgh,

February 16th to March 9th, 1901.
te

me

The

Southsea

this

Society.—The

judges

selected

who

is a

one of the leading authorities in Australia
in connection with lanterndom.
He was born in Glasgow, and when six years
of age emigrated with his parents to Geelong

Photographic

to judge

GUNN,

in the temperance cause, is a J.P., and

from

aad

Amateur

GUNN.

very prominent man in Melbourne
and other places, is also a prominent
man throughout the Colonies in
connection with lantern work. He
is one of the District Chief Rulers

Society’s

exhibition

ALEXANDER

R. ALEXANDER

photographic society will be held at their headquarters,

XX.—MR.

&

Photographic
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and

the

went

later

to Ballarat.

Here,

when

he

entered his teens, he was apprenticed to an
exhibition of
this society, which is to be held on January | engineering firm. This calling he pursued for
some twelve or more years, then he saw his way
29th, 30th, and 31st, 190i, are Messrs. Snowden
clear as an estate agent in South Melbourne,
Ward, H. Simmonds, and W. West.
All
which pursuit he followed with success for
particulars of exhibition and entry forms may
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr.
works

in

the

thirteenth

annual

Gilbert Wood, 10, Pelham Road, Southsea.
Ba

Triple

Lantern

>

Effects.—As

an

evidence

that really first-class triple lantern effects are
still very popular, and are thoroughly enjoyed,

|

we have only to mention that Mr. C. W. Locke
has for the past eight or nine months been
filling an engagement at the Egyptian Hall,
Piccadilly, where his effects are greatly admired.
He is still showing twice daily, and has in |
preparation a novel Christmas programme in

connection with Maskelyne & Cook’s entertainment at the above hall.
aad

>

ead

C.1.V. Procession.—Hardly had the banquet
for the returned C.I.V.’s commenced than cinematographic films, showing their march through
the City, were ready for exhibition.
The series
of films issued by the Warwick Trading Company, Limited, Messrs. Harrison & Co.,
Messrs. Butcher & Son, are excellent.
a

ro

and

ad

“‘An Hour in the Australian Forest.”—
A few days ago a good lecture was given at
Steinway Hall, W., by Miss Darchy, who is an
Australian journalist.
Both the lecture and
- slides were of high class, and the audience
were delighted.

We take this opportunity of informing our
readers that the Index for the year now closing
will be published with next issue, and have
pleasure in wishing all “ A Merry Xmas.”

|

many years.
Since 1886 he has been more
intimately connected with optical work, and his
high-class lantern exhibitions are known all
over the country.
At his lantern depdt at 242,
Little Collins

Street, Melbourne, his shop front

inventor

patentee

is of commanding appearance and his stock of
optical goods is both plentiful and up-to-date.
Mr. Gunn’s early engineering training has
been turned to good account, and he is the
and

of several

apparatus

connected with lantern work.
One of his first
inventions, viz., an apparatus for generating
oxygen

as required,

has for a long time

been

filling the long-felt want in Australia,
Having
conducted numerous experiments during the
early days of the acetylene light (not, however,
without sundry mishaps), he finally got a
generator to answer his purpose,

and this, too,

is very popular. Although Mr. Gunn introduced
this form of lighting to the railway officials,
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1

most of his efforts were devoted to popularising
it for lantern work.
Gunn’s Federation limelight jet is much
employed by lanternists.
This jet is provided
with a large mixing chamber, the part connecting the nipple with the mixing chamber
being of a peculiar trumpet-shaped formation.
This jet, although held on a tray pin in the
usual manner, has also means provided near

being more pretentious in its nature, is less
familiar and imperfectly worked out.
The

mechanical

slide,

then,

deals

represents two acrobats or tumblers, one of
whom turns a double somersault over the other
in the air. He then turns a double somersault
backwards, and lands in his original position.
By a little manipulation on the part of the
operator he may be made to alight on the back

the mixing chamber whereby it can be further
steadied.
A special feature has been made of keeping a
good supply of animated picture projectors, and
as for ordinary slides every subject one can
think of can be obtained practically at a
moment’s notice.

present

with a simple, well-known subject, but it ae
t
; be made very effective in its working.

of the second tumbler, and very life-like effects
are thus produced.
With regard to the framework.
This is very
similar to that used in the other slides described
in this series, and

In fact, Mr. Gunn is a wide-

in fact, in most

mechanical

awake man who never lets grass grow under his _ slides, so it will not be necessary to give a
feet. Next year it is bis intention to take a | description of it. Two glasses are used, one
fixed and the other movable.
The method of
holiday and visit this country.
We have
preparing the fixed glass will be described first,
pleasure in submitting a portrait of this
| as this is the simplest part of the work.
prominent Australian lantern worker.
On its interior surface are painted in black,
or any desired colour, the form of the stooping
hits Hee
acrobat P (Fig. IV.), and the background of
applauding spectators. Itis specially important
that the rail of the balcony should be painted in
dead-black,

as

it

serves

to

hide

from

the

view of the audience a string which is stretched
across the fixed glass. A mask is fastened to

Spowes:

the interior

surface of the fixed glass, as shown

in Fig. IV.
Two small blocks, 3, J (Fig. 1V.), are glued to
the framework between the two glasses (as

s Br- figs
x

shown in Fig. IV.). Between them is stretched
This thread is
j a thin but strong thread.
hidden from sight by the rail of the balcony,
on a level with which it extends.

in the mechanical silhouette
slides, the construction and
action of which have been
described in this series, to

take
common

or
actions

and

to

as

subjects

every-day

give

incidents

things

representations
with

of

occurrence,

which

of

every-

body is, more or less, familiar. It is
better to do this than to attempt to represent some elaborate scene in a necessarily
imperfect manner, and a scene or incident
that is, moreover, rather out of the way.
At all events,
experience
of various

audiences endorses this fact, that they
appreciate
the exhibition of a_ slide
that deals with a simple theme and deals
with it in a fairly perfect manner much more
than the exhibition of one whose subject, whilst

We come now to the fitting up of the movable
|
' or sliding glass c (Fig. III.). Inasmuch as it bears
\
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GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS, —Continued
NV R. W. C. HUGHHS, the great specialist 1u opticat
Projection ; over 30 years’ experience, and uver
20 patents for improvements connected with lantem

ARIS EXAIBITION.—The finest photographs of
any yet published, French, 1s. plain; coloured,

; 1s. 6d.; very artistic effects of ditto, 3s 6d. each. Hughes

BER Amn. srgau, over 50 subjects; flue set; 3. 6d.
each, artistically coloured.
Lists free. Huches

work; the inventor of the most perfect optical lanteru
effects extant, which have been supplied to the most
eminent amateur and professional exhibitors. Professor

|

Malden, Canon Scott, Dr. 4. Grattan-Guinness, Madame

Patti, Colin Docwra, Esq., Capt. Charles Reade, R.N.,
Chevalier, Stuart Cumberland.
Hundreds of the Clergy
all over

the world;

M*

v.

and the war, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each,

| Hughes.
QUER

also the late Polytechnic, etc., etc.

;
fine series from direct negatives.

HINA.—A

B

Peter
WAK.—Over

_—_
et
oes
200 subjecis; coloured,

artistically coloured,

:

China

coloured.

ee
ls. 6d.:

3s. 6d.: litho series OF same,

HUGHES’ Docwra Maiden ana Grand Triples | 2s. 6d. per box of 12; five lectures in all. Hughes.
and Bi-unials are superb iastruments, and the
effects unequalled.
The marvellous Pamphengos still |
O EX HIBITORS.—Hughes’ telescopic brass tronted
holds its own against the commercial productions. Gives
bi-unial, three sets of leuses, £13 13a.; the
beautiful 12 feet pictures. The £6 6s. reduced to £4 43,; | Universal
4-wick lantera, 18s. 6d. Have no hesitation.
the £4 4s. to £310s.
If you want a really high-class | If you want value, and want to see @ fine collection,

technical instrument, consult Mr. Hughes; if you want | Visic Brewster

House.

All kinds of effects made

4 good cheap lantern or cinematograph, see Mr. Hughes’ | invented by W. C. Hughes.
grand show of instruments, etc., at the show rooms and
NINE WATOGRAPHS.—The

art gallery, Brewster House, 82, Mortimer-road, Kingsland, North London.
R. HUGHES

A sight to be seen.
has produced the

to. be actually seen ia stock, at all prices;

value
Bre

in

quality

OER

.

and result.

the

Ra

.

i

iat.

aan

s

Geter

when purchasing others; films from 10s. 6d. each : firstclass quality, not rubbish, choicely selected.
List,

Mafexing, Baden

Powell, Battle of Dundee. etc., etc., atc.
KAND effects.—Great fire in Jewin-streev, Barthquake at Arica, Life-boat rescue, Fairy glen and
lake, The ship on fire, special; and over 400 others.

Executed by the only artists who painted a number of
the mechanical effacts shown at the Royal Polytechnic
years ago. Mr. Hughes has hundreds of pounds of this
class of work, which may never be obtained again; and
best of all, they are on view.

illustrated

sar
Ce

Among the most recent
eee

searchlight ;Naval gun at Ladysmith;

Grandly

|

the best

post
sorties from Ladysmith; Buller | free, 2d.—W. C. Iiughes, Brewster House, 82, MortimerTugela; Ladysmith sigaalling by
road, Kingsland, London,

war effects.

crossing

in the

world, and the most perfect for results; an inno-

vation, see grandly illustrated liat, price 6d., and large
me- | advertisement.

grandest
upon ascreen.
Over

chanical effects ever shown

600

fiuest collection

and

Hundreds

catalogues,

of te:timonials.

180 choice

engravings,

Deis

peauess

N.

:

me

_

‘

| giiaeee r --éxbibisor’s grwud cinematograph and
25 good films, only £16; Brown's oxygen generator,
; eW condition, £4. -Paxton, 117, Isungtoa, Liverpool.

\V

ANTED,

addresses

orders can

of lantern

SECON
Well-painted

slide makers - good

be placed.—Lists, etc., to Slides, c/o

OpticaL LANTERN JOURNAL,

:

DHAND
SLIDES,
Photo
slides,
Popniar
Sets.

43a. Each.
In His
Steps,

Gd.,
postage 44., of Lanternsand effects. 60,000 stide list, , Sums Comic Sets. cts. sid,pes Slide, “Boor War ahd “other
6d. ; smaller illustrated catalogues, 100 engravings, 4d.
Own Negatives, etc.
Lists Free.
1, T. WING, CHATTERIS, Cass
Religious
‘11g10

andSaTemperanc
eh e

Stories,
ee

EtFects,

Mottoes,
Motto

Picture

85
588
85
CurEap aS PLATES
Simp_e as A PLATE TO USE
Fiat FItMS Axp DayRoucs

Price

List

Free

From all Dealers or from
Ture THORNTON Fito Co., Lp.
ALTRINCHAM,

J. OTTWAY & SON,

~
see

(ESTABLISHED 1820)

:

CHESHIRE

No. 1,
Price £2 12s, Od,

{iyakers of all kinds of
Optical Lanterns
AND

FITLINGS.

Our ANIMATOSCOPE
is equal

to

anything

market, giving
Steady Picture.

a

J. OTTWAY
Please

on

Clear

the

and

wai

Our No. 2 similar to abov2 without Cut-off.

A
~<A

35:-

The very best Jet on the market.
Invaluable to Lecturers,
as itenables
the operator to turn down Gases after adjusted,and turn up Light to
full volume, without altering either of the gases.

& SON, 178, St. John Street Road, Clerkenwell, B6¢.
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THE

Its Construction and Use.

LANTERN:

MAGIC

Cloth,

Gd.
CATALOGUE

55

64

ESTABLISHED

in

Bound

POST

1852.

FREE.

MARK.

TRADE

“OPTIMUS” MAGIC LANTERNS “:c:° DRAWING ROOM «> LECTURE HALL.

be adapted without alteration at an extra cost of 14/= or tn lieu of lamp, 7/6,
Incandescent Gas fitted at Same Price as Oil Lamp.
The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic
is efficient for Exhibitions.
Each Magic Lanter.
The condenser
It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tthe, so gaining increased focal accommodation.
Combination with rack and pinion,
picture.
ght may

er

is composed of two plano-onves lenses of 4 inches diameter.

The refulgent lamp has three wicks, yielding a brilliantly illuminated

Each is in bos.

Ccllege Lantern, Russian Iron Body,
Brass Sliding Tubes.

“ Student's” Perforated Russian Iron Body.
Brass Sliding Tubes.

Mahogany Outside Body, Lined with Metal,
Japanned Fronts.

Perforated Russian Iron Body,
Brass Sliding T:1bes.

One,
Oe
Superior, Mahogany Outside body, Lined} with
Metal, higbly-finished Brass Staze and 3-draw
Telescopic Tubes.

Mahogany Body Lantern.
”

Adjustable
Body,Bront
Iron and
sian
Rus
T-1hes. Brass
i Stage
~

7

We

supply

PERKEN,
Lantern

Lanterns

SON
Photographs

Variety

and

Every

Accessory

for

Lanternists.

ONDON
99, HATTON CARLEN,
0.
"
L
vIAOUCT,
goRN
D,
-io
& C°: LIMITE

of Every

of Various Countries

and

Peoples,

Plain,

1/-;

Coloured,

1/6,
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the acrobat or tumbler who turns the somersaults, itis by far the more important of the
two.

The parts of the tumbler—his body, arms,
and legs—are cut out of thin metal, say brass
or tin. The shapes of these parts are clearly
shown in Fig. III. Upon the body are left small
tongues or projections of metal, which are bent
up at right angles to the body, and serve to
keep the arms and legs from falling too far and
min impossible attitudes.
assuming
Their positions
are indicated

Fig. III.

by the dotted lines,.L,

m, N, 0,

To the centre of the acrobat’s body is

fixed a small wheel, sp, Figs. II. and III. A
block F, about the same size as the wheel, is
glued to the interior surface of the glass. This

157

framework,

in the groove prepared for it, and
the string that is stretched between the two
blocks J, J, Fig. 1V. (and which is left sufficiently
slack for the purpose), is wound once round the
wheelon the acrobat’s body.
Two blocks &, z (Fig. IV.) serve to limit the
|
: play of the sliding glass.
The slide is now ready for exhibition in the
|
optical lantern. The sliding glass must be
pulled out before the slide itself is inserted in

' the lantern, and the tumbler will then be seen

sianding behind the other, who is stooping, in a
position ready to make his leap into the air.
The sliding glass is now pushed in as far as it
will go.

This

will

cause

the

tumbler

to be

turned completely over twice in rapid succession,

answers as a support on which the | and he will land upon the other side of the
stooping acrobat.
acrobat revolves, turning on the screw a, passing
It would be rather superfluous to explain in
through the wheel 8, and fixed to the block r.
It will, of course, be understood that the ' many words how the tumbler is made to turn
over. The drawings and previous statements
limbs of the tumbler are pivoted in their
must have made that perfectly clear. It will
respective positions to his body, and are kept
therefore be sufficient to say that as the sliding
from touching each other by ineans of small
To be perfectly plain, one washer | glass is pushed in, tne wheel fastened to the
washers.
tumbler runs along the string and so causes the
separates the two arms, and one the two legs.
double revolution of the acrobat. By stopping
The tongues, Lt, M, N, o (Fig. III.), must be
the glass half-way the effect of one tumbler
sufficiently long to keep both pairs of limbs from
alighting on the other’s back may be obtained,
falling too much out of place.
but care must be taken to regulate the distance
It will hardly be necessary to remark that
properly, or the absurd and impossible effect of
Fig. II. is a side or end view of the movable
@ man remaining in wnid-air, with absolutely no
glass, with the acrobat mounted upon it.
support of any kind, will be the result.
The movable glass is now inserted in the
block

~~,

Se
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A Profitable Christmas and New
Year’s Occupation.
By

#}

THOMAS

BYFORD.

T Christmas time and right into the
New Year there is a great demand
for lantern entertainments suitable
for children’s Christmas and New
Year parties.
Of late years the
business has increased by leaps and
bounds,

and those not in the know

can scarcely realise the big trade which
is done in this particular line at the festive
season of the year.
London, of course, is the place in chief;

it does not follow that because

one

but

does not

reside in London it is impossible to engage in
it. There are openings in all parts of the
United Kingdom, more especially where a
number of good class people reside with large
families. The demand in some country districts often exceeds the supply.
In London the large firms, such as Spiers &
Pond, Co-operative Stores, etc., secure the bulk

of it, which

entertainment

is mostly sublet by them
agency;

therefore,

the

to an

chance

. average charge, which should include travelling

expenses within three miles.
Beyond that
distance extra must be charged for travelling.
To charge a low sum means the show being
despised, for when a thing is cheap human
nature imagines it to be inferior. ‘The entertainment should last about

70 minutes, and

as

much laughter as possible must be got out of the
juvenile audience, which means a forerunner of
future engagements and, best of all, recommendations.
In towns and outlying districts it is possible
to arrange three shows an evening, or at various
times during the day. The following is a case
in point:—Many years ago the writer was
touring through a county in the West of
England, and was booked to appear at a remote
country school one evening early in the New
Year, and in the immediate vicinity was a large
house simply alive with visiting children. Soon
after arrival an engagement was offered at this
house for the following evening. As a special
engagement was booked about 20 miles distant,

it had

to

be

declined,

unless

it

could

be

arranged for 10.30 the following morning, which
suggestion was immediately accepted.
After
exhibiting and partaking of lunch, and one
and a half guineas the richer, the

for a new beginner is but remote, unless he
advertises. A small advertisement, something
next vHlage
after the following, should be inserted in one or
was
reached
about
3.30 in the afternoon. The
two London dailies (the Morning Post, Times, gentleman who was responsible for this special
or Telegraph, for preference) about three days
engagement requested an interview at the hall,
before Christmas, and
continued daily for
and on putting in an appearance it was asked
about seven days into the New Year :—
that an exhibition be given there and then
NHILDREN'’S Christmas snd New Year
before the squire and his family. His wish was
parties attended by an experienced lancomplied with, which resulted in another
ternist; entertainment
very humorous
and
guinea and a half and an excellent tea.
strictly refined ; circular on application.
The entertainment to be given in the schoolA nicely worded circular and programme of , room at 7.30 was for one and all living in the
entertainment must be prepared and printed in | village, and it was, as before mentioned,
an
an effective but not elaborate style. Sometimes - engagement on special terms. Not a lump
sum,
itis possible to obtain engagements from the ° but 4d. each person was to be allowed,
adults
entertainment agencies and libraries, but the
and children combined.
They were to be
pay in
most cases is small; therefore, it is
admitted by ticket, which was to be retained
better to strike out for oneself, and secure the . and exchanged for the coin of the
realm the

prizes first hand.
In provincial towns an advertisement in the
local newspaper is necessary.
Circularise the
better class residents likely to have children’s
parties.
Also endeavour to have one or two
circulars posted up in the windows of the
prominent shops, and in the windows of private
houses abutting on the road. The local shopkeepers will recommend and book engagements
amongst their customers on commission, say 10
per cent. Do not on any account exhibit for a
less sum than a guinea; about £1 5s. is a good

following morning.

appearance,

which

Exactly

resulted

220 put

in

a

in

an

return

of

£3 13s. 4d., or £6 16s. 4d. for the day’s work,

: which was, as far as the writer

is concerned, a

|. record day.
, It is possible to give these entertainments at
| all seasons of the year. If one resides in a
|| town, it soon becomes known far and wide that
an entertainer of the right sort dwells

therein :

| and country people, being somewhat conservative in their ideas, will not go beyond their own
| kingdom for that which can be got within.
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THROUGH

PASSAGE

GAUGE, $ Inch.

|

|

METALLIC .
~ BELLOWS .
REGULATOR

Fitted with Safety
|

Check
(Jackson’s
Patent),
Loose
Spring Back, and

any Union.

}
|
|

!

(Brier's

Patent)

20/-

“BP.” UNIVERSAL
COMBINATION
Blacked,

KEY.

SPECIAL.
Optical
Ihree-wick

Lanterns, with 4 inch Compound Condensers and
Lamps, 22/-; with Four-Wick Lamps, 24/-.
Handfrom 4d.; Splendidly coloured 32 by 31 Slides
in sets of 12, price 2’6 per set; or four sets for 9/6.
Full-sized

painted

Slides

Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames, 7d.
each or 6/6 per doz.
Lewer Action Slides from 1/6 each.
Rackwork
Slides (including chromatropes), 2/6 each.
Best
quality double motion Interchangeable
Chromatropes,
4/3; extra Discs from 6d. per pair. “ Lightning" double-carrier
Frames, from 1/- each.
Slides for small Lanterns froin 5a. per
dozen.
New Catalogue gratis and post free.

ROBERT H. CLARK,

7 6

Plated,

8/6

Wholesale

Sole Avents for Scotland and Crelani

for Trilby “ Dixinond

Hard Limes;

The Scotch @ Irish Oxygen Co., Ld., Rosehill Works, Polmadie, Glasgow.

A.

HERTS.

REGULATOR
A Staff of Experienced Hands always available for Cinematograph,
Lantern. or Limelight Work, with or without Apparatus.

CLARKSON
&
28, Bartlett’s Buildings,

Established

Optician,

ROYSTON,

DUPLEX
OPERATORS.

vil.

CO.,
Holborn

Compressed Gas Ianufacturers,
Circus, LONDON, E.C.

1886.

FREDERIGKJ. STEDMAN,
Lantern Slide Maker
and

THE

Golourist,

PRACTICAL

lI, ROSE

TERRACE, SURREY LANE,
BATTERSEA PARK, LONDON, S.W.

PHOTGGRAPHER

An Illustrated Afonthly intended for the higher vanks of
Professisnal and Amateur Photographers.
Devoted equally
to the art, science, and applications of photography.

their limes splitting by reason of inferior material
SANDS, HUNTER & Co.,
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns, “CRETON”
LIMES
NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.
Those

who,

SHOULD

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c.
Terms Moderate.

20, Oranbourne

&t., Leicester Square, London, W.C.

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
Photographic

Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every
description of miscellaneous property.
R. J. O. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the

above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales ave requested to

send partsculars one week prior to sale.
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past,
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NEW

been
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(Regd. No. 227,117)

which will give a most intense light, and will last longer
than any other lime on the market.
If any difficulty is experienced in obtaining these

limes from ANY

LANTERN

DEALER,

appli-

cation should be made direct to the manufacturer,

H

NOYGE
.

N.B.—These

2

Limes,

85, NUNHEAD LANE,
5 PECKHAM,

besides

being

better

LONDON, s.c.
than

any
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introduced, are much Cheaper.
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OXYGEN.

BERin’sSsS
For
OXYGEN

Limelight,

Purity

Guaranteed

of

Manufacture,

Medical,

Metallurgical,
supplied

in

Cylinders

and complying with all the established

The public are respectfully informed

and

that all Cylinders which

other

purposes.
Best

the

of

Trade and Railway

BRITISH
Regulations

are filled by the Brin

:

ComPaNiEs (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’ Trade Mark.)

we;

This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brin Company which has filled it. Customers who

wish to procure Brin's

OXYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders

Ga mee?"

supplied

ai

to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
The Works of the Brin ComMPANIES are open during

business

hours

to the inspection

EERIE
Lisveeae~

of

their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch
their own Cylinders being tested and filled.

Daaneaad
Registered
Trade

Price Lists of Gases,

Cylinders,

Mark.

and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company’s accredited Agents, or will le
sent Post free on application.

BRIN’S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, §.W.
Addresses—

Please

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, 5.W. -

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER.
| BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited. Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.
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from a 12 by 10 negative 1 had taken of the
The programme for children’s parties must
church.
Unfortunately, however, this part of
consist of humorous slides. For adults and
the negative was backed up by a cloud, effective
children something more solid must be subenough when a paper print is made from the
mitted, in the proportion of 80 per cent. of
whole negative, but which in the slide rendered
humour and 20 per cent. of solid but interesting
To use the ferridIn London and the provincial towns | the background heavy.
matter.
cyanide reducer generally would have had the
an incandescent gas lantern may be used. It
effect, not only of removing the cloudy backig so easily connected, and has the advantage
ground, but also of destroying some of the
of being cleanly and not cumbersome.
In
remote places where there is no gas, Stocks’ ; general detail, so I devised another method of
applying it. I removed the superfluous moisture
paraffin oil lamp is recommended.
The very
from the slide when taker. from the washing
best oil should always be obtained, and Stemp’s
water with fluffiess blotting paper, and mixed a
patent wicks are excellent.
somewhat strong solution of the reducer.
This
A 6 feet screen is large enough for parties.
I
applied
locally
with
a
camel
hair
brush
and
In schoolrooms 10 or 12 feet screens should be
lightened to a certain extent portions of the sky
used.
to give the effect of clouds, but not satisfied
It will be necessary to add fresh slides as the
with the result, I determined to introduce some
business grows. The old stock can easily be
still higher lights. The plate was well swilled,
exchanged for others, or sold at a slight loss
and the moisture was again sopped up with the
and new purchased.
I poured out a little of the
; blotting paper.
The advantage of this business is that it | saturated ferridcyanide solution into a cup,
grows annually.
If the returns are not quite
then dipped the brush in the hyposulphite fixing
up to one’s expectation the first year, do not
' bath, shook out the superfluous solution, thus
despair; experience and engagements will have
bringing the brush to a fine point. Then I just
been gained. With but little trouble or loss of
dipped the point in the strong ferridcyanide,
time a nice sum may be netted annually—a | and proceeded to outline the
thing not to be despised in these days of keen
competition.
,
edges of the ciouds.

SQ ae
Further

The strong reducer at once removed the deposit
from the film, so that the high lights were as
clear as bare glass. As the surface of the plate
was free from all superfluous moisture, and very
little of the strong solution was used, the

Use of Reducers.
By

T.

PERKINS.

OUTyey

5 N the November issue of the OpricaL
AW. fi
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Maeic Lantern Journay I showed
how the two reducers—the Howard

Parmer

and the
ammonia—enable

persulphate of
us to convert

reducer did not run, and I was enabled to obtain

lines of light clear yet free from hardness.
It is manifest that this method of procedure
may be adopted in many cases, sometimes to
increase the brilliancy of any portion of a cloud
already shown on the transparency, sometimes

to introduce a point or line of light in a uniformly
dark sky, or even to give a brilliant light to
parencies which will show well on the , some object in the landscape. We may have a
screen, but there is another
method of, using the ' landscape, for instance, taken on a dull day.
,
former reducer which may occasionally be
The sky may be uniformly dark and the general
resorted to with good effect. This I will proceed
appearance of the slide heavy, but if a few
to describe.
horizontal bars of light are introduced above
the horizon, we can give the effect of a view
To illustrate a lecture I am preparing for the
present season on ‘‘ Rouen and its Churches,” I taken just after sunset, when the bright sky is
seen through breaks in the clouds that hang
desired to make a slide showing, on a large scale,
about the west, and the effect will be true to
the upper part of the central tower of the Abbey
nature, since the light from such a break in the
Church of St. Ouen, the ‘‘ Crown of Normandy ”
clouds is not sufficiently strong to throw any
as it issometimes called. The wealth of carving
shadows across the landscape portion of the
and the delicate detail of this tower could not
picture.
;
be brought out by printing by contact from any
The slide maker who is possessed of some
quarter-plate or half-plate negative in my
artistic taste and skill may by reducing with a
possession, so I resolved to make a contact slide
OF

on

no

slides which after fixation

value,

into

really

good

temo

seem

of

trans-

“Ra
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moderately strong reducer the upper portion of industry in a gendral way, and gives a reswmé
the uniformly dark sky (which may, if desired,
of the installations in Europe. The paper read
be artificially darkened by a process similar to | by M. Gin gives some interesting details as
that known as “ sunning down” in printing on
to. the development of the carbide industry in
paper) leave cloud masses of any desired form
Austria-Hungary,
where the abundance of
above the horizon, and then by outlining the
waterfalls has led to the establishment of a
edges with a fine brush charged with the
considerable number of carbide plants.
At
saturated solution of ferridcyanide as described
present seven large plants are in operation, and
above, produce the effect co beautifully described
the total water-power used is about 24,000
by Tennyson in ‘In Memoriam XV.” of the
horse-power.
A number of projects are shortly
cloud that
to be put into execution, which will bring the
“ Topples round the dreary west,
total up to nearly 80,000 horse-power.
A looming bastion fringed with fire.”

If the slide, either by development or by subsequent toning, is rendered in a suitable colour,
the result will be very fine.
It may be said by some that these methods are
not purely photographic, and may be therefore
condemned as illegitimate ;but I think that the
days of absolute purism are over, and as our
pictorial photographers resort to all manner of
dodges—double printing, sunning down, shading
certain portions of their negatives while
printing, applying matt varnish and scraping
it off where needed, stumping, or chalk or

blacklead,

etc.—we

need

not

hesitate

to use

The largest of these works, from the point of
view of capacity, says the Scientific American,
is that of Jaice, which has been erected by the
Bosnian
the

large

utilised.

falls

Electric Company,
of

the

River

The river widens

Pliva

are

here

into a lake, which

discharges into a lower lake in a series of cascades. The dam has been placed shortly below
the mouth of the upper lake, where the water
is taken off in a canal about two miles long;
the canal passes through 15 tunnels of 12 by
15 feet section, and ends in a large reservoir
near the station. From this point the water is
brought to the turbines by two iron conduits of
5 feet diameter. The capacity of the hydraulic
plant is about 9,500 horse-power.
Hight tur-

any methods that we can devise to introduce
pictorial effects into our lantern slides.
The
long dark evenings of winter are upon us now,
and the manufacture of lantern slides and the
improvement of them by various dodges will be
interesting work: and the adoption of these
devices will make a pleasant change in the
monotony of the work of simply printing and
developing transparencies for the lantern in the
ordinary way.

horse-power each, connected
to Schuckert
dynamos.
The electric furnaces for this plant
have been installed by the latter company. The
plant situated at Paternion is of much smaller
capacity, but presents many points of interest.
It has been installed by the Venetian Electro-

Calcium Carbide
of Applied

the water is brought to the turbines by canals

at the Congress
Chemistry.

MONG
the papers read at the
International Congress of Applied

bines

are

installed

in

the

station,

chemical Society, and is located on
the River Kreuznerbach. The lime
by quarries of limestone, which are
neighbourhood.
A head of water

is obtained

from

a waterfall

and iron conduits to the
1,600 feet from the fall.
three

turbines

of 400

of

1,000

the bank of
is furnished
found in the
of 200 feet

in this stream;

station, situated at
Here are installed

horse-power

each,

con-

nected directly to a triphase alternator, working
Chemistry, recently held at Paris,
at 350 revolutions.
The grinding machines
those relating to the carbide of
will pulverise 8,000 Ibs. of lime and 5,000 lbs.
calcium industry and the production
of coke per day. This material is. transported
of acetylene were of great interest. , to an automati
c balance, and thence by a conThe present development of the carveyer to a screw mixing tank; from here it falls
bide industry in Europe was shown by a
to the doors of the electric furnaces by a series
series of papers read by different delegates,
of conduits.
The mechanical operations are
each of which described the carbide plants
of
carried out by two electric motors.
Nine
one of the leading countries.
M. Minet, in his
double electric furnaces are used, with space
opening paper, in which he treats electro
for three others to be installed later;
the
chemical processes from a historical and
an
furnaces have a capacity of 125 horse-power.
industrial point of view, mentions the carbid
e
The Meran works is one of the most
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important plants; it is operated by the Gin and
300 horse-power for 24 hours to produce a ton
Leleux process.
It utilises the water-power of
of carbide. The cost per ton he estimates at
the Esteche, one of the confluents of the River : 88 dollars. The carbide produced at Niagara
Adige. The fall has a height of about 280 feet.
is guaranteed to give 5 cubic feet of acetylene
The canal is less than a mile long; it passes in
per lb., but the production of gas is usually
a tunnel for a part of the way, and then two
greater.
Mr. Matthews says that acetylene
metallic conduits, 6 feet in diameter, bring the
lighting is being extensively introduced in the
water to the turbines; there are five of these,
Western States.
of the Garry pattern, with horizontal shaft.
Another interesting paper was that read by
To these are coupled five alternators of 1,200
M. A. Rossel, upon the state of the industry in
horse-power each. Of these, two are used for
Switzerland. “Up to the time of the discovery
the carbide plant, to which the current is transof carbide of calcium, hydraulic power was but
mitted by two cables in subway and overhead
little used in that country, and there were only
line ; these furnish 2,000 horse-power to the
two important electro-chemical works, that of
plant.
A deposit of crystalline marble, very
Neuhausen, which utilised a part of the fall of
pure, is found near the works.
It is carried by
the Rhine for the
an aerial transporter to the calcining furnace.
production of aluminium,
The lime and coke are elevated by a bucket
. conveyer to the grinders, passing thence to the
and the Vallorbes plant, making various electromixers, and finally by a conveyer to the
chemical products. The first carbide was made
furnaces.
The latter have a capacity of 260
in the latter works, and soon after the Neuhausen
kilowatts each; they are disposed in battery in
plant followed its example, as also the Lutera large room 35 by 130 feet. These furnaces
bach works.
From this point the carbide
are claimed to give, per kilowatt day, over 11
industry developed rapidly, and a large amount
lbs. of crystallised carbide.
of capital was obtained for establishing hydraulic
Among the plants shortly to be erected is that
plants for this purpose.
The Neuhausen Comof Petrozeny. The fall of the Szill River here
pany greatly increased its plant, and erected
situated belongs to the Acetylene Company of
that of Rheinfelden; Siemens & Halske, with
Vienna. It is about 75 feet high at a maximum,
the Wyman Company, installed a carbide
and a mean of 4,800 horse-power may be
works at Lagenthal, etc.
M. Rossel then gave
obtained.
Another projected plant is that of
a short account of the leading plants. The
Almissa, on the Cetina River.
This large fall
Neuhausen works use hydraulic power to the
belongs to a syndicate, including Ganz & Comextent of 2,000 to 2,500 horse-power, from the
pany (of Budapest), the Belgium Aluminium
fall in the Rhine.
A part of the energy is
Syndicate, and others.
The fall is to be
utilised to generate direct current, and auother
obtained by a derivation from the Cetina, using
part for alternating current on the two-phase
for the purpose a tunnel
system. Both aluminium and carbide are pro| duced at these works, which are in active
five miles in length,
operation. The Veriner factory takes its energy
and in this way 50,000 horse-power could be
from the large hydraulic plant at Chévres; it
realised. Another fall on the same river is to be
utilises about 7,000 horse-power in the shape of
utilised by Descovics & Gin, who have obtained
two-phase alternating current. The primary
the concession; a head of water of nearly 300
tension is 2,000 volts, and a series of transfeet is assured, which will give 6,000 horseformers reduces this to 200 volts to operate the
power.
Acentral station is to be established
furnaces.
There are thirteen of the latter,
twelve using 500 horse-power and one of 1,000
below the fall, and the energy to be transmitted to the port of Olmissa by the high
horse-power.
The Langenthal
works
was
destroyed by fire on June 5th last.
It was
tension system at 12,000 volts; at the latter
point will be located the carbide works.
erected in 1897 by Siemens « Halske, and
The carbide industry in the United States
operated by them in conjunction with the
was the subject of a paper read by Mr. John A.
Socicté Electrique de Wynan.
The station at
Matthews, who, after giving an
historical ; the fall produced triphase alternating current
at high tension, which was brought by overresumé of the subject, describes the Niagara and
head line to the carbide plant, 4 miles distant ;
Sault Sainte Marie plants, and brings out the
it was transformed here to 45 volts and 3,000
fact that the former works turn out most of the
carbide consumed in America.
He gives the
amperes by three transformers.
The three furnaces installed here produced
selling price of carbide as varying from 70 to 90
about 500 tons of carbide per year. Another
dollars per ton, and estimates that it requires

a
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large plant is that established on the River

are attempted
few, if any, studies
outside its curriculum.
And it came about in this way.
Our earliest recollections will no doubt bring
to our minds associations of the old nursery at
home with its toy cameleon top, its toy wheel of
life, its toy kaleidoscope with its shifting
crossings of green and gold, its toy camera
obscura, its toy camera lucida, its optical

1900,

Lonza, at Gampel, utilising two of the falls of
that river. The first fall has a head of 350
feet, and operates five turbines of 500 horsepower each, direct-connected
to low-tension
alternators, while the second fall, of 680 feet,

drives ten similar turbines with high-tension
dynamos ; the two-phase system is used. The
first fall gives 2,500 horse-power, which is all
utilised for the production of carbide; the

marvels

and delusions,

and lots more.

Then

| the nursery literature, the fairy tales ever
What a wonderful chap “Jack,
half of this energy is used for the same purpose. | foremost.
the giant-killer”’ was.
What a little angel we
M. Rossel describes a number of other plants,
thought
the
child-girl ‘‘ Cinderella.”
Her
including that of Vernoya, with turbines of
wonderful godmother, too, who couldn’t have
4,500 horse-power, 900 of which is used for
“Jack and the beancarbide ; Thusis, using 3,000 horse-power, with . kissed both of them.
twelve furnaces of 250 horse-power ; the Nidau | stalk,” the rapid growth of the latter, surprising
the minds of thousands of the juvenile fraternity.
plant, disposing of 5,000 horse-power, and
Next came Grimm’s goblins, displaying to our
using 1,800 for carbide, etc. In the second part
of his paper M. Rossel speaks of the raw’. mental vision all that was ghostly and
material used. Limestone of very good quality
ghoulish and demonlike,

second fall gives 5,000 horse-power,

and

is found in Switzerland, which gives lime

one-

of 99

per cent. purity, and containing no trace
phosphoric acid.
The carbide delivered
commerce is guaranteed to give4:8 cubic feet
lb., but generally it exceeds this by 2 to 5

of © “ Gulliver’s Travels” ” were the most magnified
to
dreams imaginable.
The fables, too.
Who
per
doesn’t remember the fables? Fairy-like, perper | haps, but cram full of truths, of solid hard facts
cent.
of yesterday, to-day, and to-morrow.
It was in
the nursery, too, that the nurse-tutor gave the
aust OIA
oe
reading lesson, short and to the point. Two
specially crop up in the memory analogous to
our subject. First, Humphrey Davy working
Ethics of Lanterndom.
in a garret, inventing his safety lamp, which
;
By D. TURNER.
lamp was the means later of his name being
inscribed on the historical scroll. Davy was
puzzled—and he wouldn’t have done what he
Mx HAT nonsense!
iiubbish!!
Who
did if he hadn’t have been—and groaned ‘ Oh,
4
ever heard of such!!!
Ah! but
that this were a magic lamp, and do as I bid
stay your exclamations and reit.” Again, an incident in the travels, advenmember ‘“‘ There is an ethical side
tures, and explorations of the bare-footed factory
to all things.” And among the
lad, afterwards Dr. Iuivingstone. ‘The tribes
thousands of things are found
were most troublesome,” so read the nurse, ‘“ |
ee
music, sculpture, painting, astronomy,
knew not what to do to subdue their savagery,
i
physics, physiology, natural
history,
and did not want to use force, when suddenly,
electricity, chemistry, photography.
The arts
and sciences generally, any one, all of them,
together with others too numerous to detail,

play important parts in the arena of lanterndom.

as if by witchcraft,

lantern,

and

I thought

hastened

of my magic

to unpack.

| short time the noises ceased.

In a very

Men, women, and

children were held spell-bound. They were
Rob any main factor, or science, or study, of
captivated, I had won, and before many more
the right of entrance to this arena, it becomes,
as it were, outside the radius of advancement ; | hours had passed they who had thirsted for my
it loses

part

blood and the blood of my followers worshipped
me now as their god. They helped me in every
This robbery is but a surmise, it : way, did what I bid, some accompanying us for

of its clothing,

impeded, it is all but dead,

a dead letter.

its progress

its morale

is

becomes

could never happen.
Lanterndom has built up and is still building,
developed and is still developing, and perfecting
all that is great, all that is grand, all that is
noble, all that is good, all things worthy of
the name of study, and in this year of grace,

some

days.”

So

the

nursery

was—and-

is—

responsible for the first introduction to lanterndom.

The first charm was

steps of interest were
that were foundations
clutched at.

there

set, the first

there taken, interests
of morals that were
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(
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Illustrated
Particulars,

2d.
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|

Price.
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The
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to £4
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The
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7
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;
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and
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PRICE
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SPECIFICATION.
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Edison Gauge
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matic Petzval Combination,
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Next following we get into the school-house
and the college. The white screen in a marked
degree takes the place of the blackboard.
The
history lesson joins hands with the geography
lesson.
Yesterday it was China and the
Chinese, to-day it is Lapland and the Laps,
to-morrow it is to be the Russian capital.
And whilst the teacher dwells upon this, that,
and the other, they pass before us in life form.
Their costumes

are

made

known

to us, their

houses, buildings, modes of living are before us,
and when we sit in the evening to write out an
essay on the day’s work, there’s a something
engraved on the memory that makes the task
less difficult than it formerly was.
The science
master, too, makes his hard facts soft and easy.

The lesson is “Electricity and Magnetism.”
We are shown the action of the acids upon the
battery poles; we see, too, a magnified galvanometer at work, on the screen,
We grasp the
subjects readily. The study of the gases seems
to come naturally, for the reason that we boys
take the working of the lantern in turn.
We
once thought the scope of lanterndom great
and now
know it to be greater.
The

school-house is closed to us now, we have left it

behind and drifted into the waters of commerce.
Some large manufacturers in lace have an
apartment set up specially to show their
patrons their latest designs, which is a better
way than all the pattern books in Christendom.
Manufacturers in wall papers, coloured cotton
printing, and other fabrics where design and the
blending

of

colours

are

an

essential,

make

free use of the chromatrope, and owe it much
for producing endless series of designs.
The morals of lanterndom are good.

The

Tar

Cn

Taytor

Meyorian

was

science, and mechanism, of these metho3s as may

serve

to disclose the conditions of success, and help to
clear
away some of the lumber of ignorance and miscon.ception which has stood and still stands in the way
of

general progress.
I have chosen to treat the subject historically, as
well
as practically, not only because the history of the subjec:
is very interesting in itself, bat because by
no other
means Can correct methods be established so well as
by

critical comparison with incorrect methods, which
to the

mind of the layman may appear to have beca reasoned
out with equal logic, and to superficial observation
with
6ven greater definiteness.

It is my siacere wish to give full credit to the pioneers

of thes methods, but at the sams; time to clear
from tha

path the stumbling-block; of their errors and misconceptions; for I have observed that the very mea who
commence and carry forward

a great work often leave it

encumbered with rubbish which impedes further progress, and which must be cleared away by somebod
y
be‘ore the defects can be corrected and the work c wried

missing material to bring this work to perfection, aud
I

presume that I may accept the honour of being asked
to

LECTURE.

who

Mr. Ives said :—
The search for a direct method of pigmentary colour
photography, such as was dreamed of by the fathers
of
photography and the world at large, appears to
have
been practically abandoned, every seeming clue
to such
an achievement having proved a delusion. Nevertheless,
so much has been accomplished in the directio
n of
practical colour photography by indirect methods,
that
the subject has become a very large and importa
nt one,
and so specialised that it would ba impossible
to do
justice to it in a single lecture, or even in a treatise
considerable size. I even dcubt if aoy one man possasseof
s
such a full knowledge of both the science and history
this subject as would make him competent to treat of
it
fully, and with absolute impartiality.
This is the more surprising in that every method
which has achieved or promises to achieve a notable
degree of practical succass is based upon the sams
underlying idea of a composite trichromatic image.
The most that I can hope to do in this lecture
is to
give such a concise critical review of the history,
and

prepare this lecture as a recognition of my efforts,
and

third
annual Traill Taylor
Memorial Lecture was given at the
headquarters of the Royal Photographic Society on the 16th ult.
Mr. TY. R. Dallmeyer,

large audience was in attendance, and at the
termination of the lecture the chairman handed
Mr. Ives the Memorial medal for the year.

on to perfection.
T have myself devoted many years to trying to clear
away the rubbish, correct the mistakes. and supply

Optics of Trichromatic
Photography.
Traine
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in

the chair, after making some graceful
and kindly remarks pertaining to the
late Mr. J. Traill Taylor, introduced

the lecturer, Mr. F. E. Ives, who, he explained,

had journeyed from Philadelphia, U.S.A., for
the special purpose of giving this lecture. A

SR

a

justification for such a treatment of the subject ag must
have been expected from me, in the light of my past
record as a writer upon this subject.
I purpose to begin with a concise atatement of the
principles of successful trichromatic photography,
and to
follow with an analysis of the various methods
which
have been proposed, showing the Progress towards
the
recognition and attainment of the conditions of success,
and at the same time the specific defects of each method
aud device;

but, for greater clearness, I shall

divide

my

subject into sections, treating first of the principles of

the more important processes, then of the optical and
mechanical
inventions
designed
to facilitate their
practice, and last of all of special developments of
the

idea, and the optical devices pertaining thereto.

The trichromatic process of colour photography consiete essentially in (1) the p-oduction of three photo-

Spee:
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the physiological
represent
graphic images which
analysis of all colours into three simple spectrum
colours, and constituts a colour record, and (2) synthesis
by optical superposition of the three elements of the
colour record in the

three

simple

colours,

whereby

the

sensations of all the original colours are reproduced to
the eye.
Such analysis and synthesis is possible because there
are three spectrum coloure, which by admixture in suitable proportions will reproduce to the eye the sensation
of every other spectrum colour. These three simple
colours

are the red

the Fraun-

of the spectrum, about

hofer line c, the green near B, and the blue near G.

What particular colours must be employed, and the
proportions in which they must be mixed to reproduce
to the eye the sensation of the intermediate spectrum
hues, was first determined by Professor James Clerk-

Maxwell, and is shown by his famous ‘ colour curves,”
which I reproduce.
These factors have been redetermined bv Sir William
Ahney, with an improvement upon Maxwell's colour box,
but Maxwell’s results are shown to be substantially

correct, and I therefore prefer to usc Maxwell's diagram

in illustration, because of its historical bearing upon the
subject.

A

8C

D

E

¢F

G

A

ae
Maxwell's curves are colour-mixture

curves, and not to

be confounded with colowr-sensation curves, which assume

a fundamental green sensation which no fart of the
spectrum excites exclusively.
In trichromatic photography we have to deal with mixtures of actual spectrum
colours.
The relative height of the

respective curves

at any

point indicates the proportions of the simple colours
required to reproduce to the eye the colour of the
spectrum at that point.
It follows that in order to obtain a trichromatic colour
record of the spectrum itself, three photographs of the
spectruin must be made, in each of which the distribution

of photographic action is such as would be represented
graphically by the respective curve in Maxwell's diagram.
The picture to represent the red element in the analysis
must be made not only by the action of the red rays, but
by the action of orange-yellow and yellow-green rays, in
proportion to the relative amount of red light required to
represent the latter colours in tha synthesis, by admixture of green; and, as shown by the ‘‘red’”’ curve in
Maxwell's diagram, the strongest action of all, instead of
being in the red, will’ be in the orange, which is reproduced to the eye in its correct relative luminosity by
mixing the greatest amount of red with a little green.
Similarly, the negative to represent the green element
must be made by the joint action of orange, yellow,
yellow-green, green and green-blue light, with the
strongest action in the yellow-green, as shown by the
second curve; and the third negative by the joint action
of green-blue, blue, and spectrum violet” tight, as jshown
by the third curve.

If the distributioa of photographic action does not
correspond to the form of these curves, the analysis will
be imperfect, and correct synthesis becomes impossible.
If the yellow of the spectrum does not act in both the
red and green negatives, it must be reproduced either a3
red or as green; and if it acts in both negatives, but not
in the correct relative proportions, it will be reproduced
To ensure accurate
either as orange or as yellow-green.
quantitative
results, the photographic analysis must be
apalysis, and a correct quantitative analysis and no other
will admit of the synthetical reproduction of the spectrum
itself, with all its gradations of colour and luminosity.
All the colours in nature are mixtures of spectrum
colours; therefore it may be taken as an axiom, that the
ability or inability to reproduce the spectrum itself credits
or discredits any trichromatic process.
If you can obtain by photography such a colour record
of the spectrum as I have described, you can by the same
means obtain true colour records in photographs from
nature and works of art; but if the spectrum test in any
way fails, no real accuracy can be guaranteed or should
be expected.
To secure negatives of the required character, we must
employ colour-sensitive photographic plates, and filter
the spectrum

rays through

suitable

coloured mediums,

testing by exposures in the photo-spectrograph and
modifying the colour fiters until the density curves
Such adjusted
conform to Maxwell’s colour curves.
colour filters I term ‘‘ colour-curve screens.” This system
of photographio analysis I call ‘‘colour-curva analysis,”
and the photographic records ‘‘ colour-curve records.”
Although there are various methods of synthesie,
(colour
and negative
positive (photo - chromoscopic)
prints), the photographic record that is correct for one is
correct for the other.
An incorrect colour record cannot be made to yield a
correct synthesis by any means whatever.
Positive synthesis may be obtained by making a positive
colour record (a transparency) from the negative colour
record, and projecting the three images separately in
three magic lanterns, each with light of the simple
colour which it represents, and all superposed in register
to form a aingle sharp composite image upon the
screen.
Lest a most important point be missed, I repeat that
the synthesis must be obtained with the simple colours,
red, green, and blue, although the records have been
made by the action of mixtures of various spectrum
Thus, although the record for red is made by
colours.
the joint action of red, orange, yellow, and yellow-green
: light, this image must be pure red in the synthesis.
Correct synthesis, therefore, demands the use of ‘' pure
colour”

screens,

in

contradistinction

to

the

‘colour

curve’ screens pertaining to the process of analysis.
If we were to use che same screens for both analysis
and synthesis, the results, in dealing with

the spectrum,

could not possibly be correct. The reason for this should
be evident to any one who has followed my argument,
but in a few words I will give one or two illustrations,
m
Suppose we make our colour records of the spectru
two
through ‘‘pure colour" screens; then only the

be
ends of the spectrum and a band in the middle will
reproduced, the remaining portions appearing as broad,
dark spaces in the synthesis, because such screens trans,
mit none of the intermediate spectrum rays. Suppose
with
on the other hand, that we attempt the synthesis
the ‘‘colour-curve’’ screens;
green, and blue, cannot be

the simple
reproduced,

colours, red,
because the

respective screens transmit other spectrum colours along
with these.
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BAMFORTH'’S

hife Model hantern Slides,
ILLUSTRATED

SONGS,

&c.

Che Largest Producer in the World.
New Supplementary List, Season 1900-1, containing detailed list of 21 Popular Songs, including the most
Patriotic Songs of the day.

Detailed

Catalogue,

234 Pages, containing lists of all previous productions.
Post Free 9d.

Slides made from customers’

results even

Post F'vee on A pplication.

etc.

negatives, etc., by a special wet collodion process, giving good

from poor weak film negatives.

JAMES
STATION

Life Model, Comic,

Send negative

for sample slide and terms.

BAMFORTH,

ROAD, HOLMFIRTH, YORKSHIRE.

REMARKABLE TESTIMONIALS to the Success of the
“RILFORD”
GENERATOR.
Rev. J. G. Brrcu, Limerick, writes Nov. 23rd, 1899 :—‘' I have just completed a lecturing tour with the
Praestantia outfit you supplied me with.
It proved most satisfactory.
I am much pleased with
the unrivalled light that can be had with your ‘ Rilford' Oxygen Generator and Lawson Saturator.’”’
W. H.C. Barr, Esq., Woolton, writes March 24th, 1900:—“ Let me again tell you of my numerous
successes of the season with your ‘ Rilford’ Generator.
Eversince the first few times, when I was
unfamiliar with its working, it has never failed me, and the light has been brilliantly maintained

throughout my numerous entertainments.
and trouble out and out.”
Rev.

C.

H. Fynes-CriixTox,

‘Rilford' apparatus;

of Blandferd,

It is a gem, and beats cylinders and their increased cost
writes

it works perfectly.”

March

5th, r900:—‘'I

am

much

pleased

with

the

.

Rev. K. Durnrorp

Inirr, of Leicester, writes Dec. 23rd, 1899 :—‘ 1 am delivhted with it. It is the very
thing necessary for one like myself, who is constantly visiting villages and out of the way places.
The automatic movement of the lamp is most ingenious, and the light produced far better than
what I have been able to get with a mixed ject.”
G. H.N. STEPHENS, Esq., of Worcester, writes Oct. 20th, 1899 :—“ I cannot too highly praise the invention.”
G. H. Evriott, Esq., of West

End, writes Nov. 13th, 1899 :—* With regard to the ‘ Rilford,’ all I can say

is, it is simply splendid, and I cannot speak too highly of it.

It thoroughly deserves everything that

has been said in its favour, and more too.
Not only is the light most brilliant and steady, but the
regular and unfailing supply of gas, the automatic action, and absolute safety of the apparatusigive
one the confidence which one doesn’t often feel when working other appliances.”

IT

“RILFORD" Oxygen Generator
in operation.
Price

£5

10

LIMITED,
.

55 & 57, Godwin

SAWYWVES

LIFE

TOO.

Rev. G. W. L’Estraxcr, of Caledon, writes Feb. 7th, rgoo:---"I am much pleased with the ‘Rilford
Oxygen Generator.
The evening it arrived the Doctor here tried it with a bad case of Pneumonia.
0
and the eftect was most inarked,
With your Ether Saturator it works most satisfactorily.”
5
ANOTHER CLERGYMAN. Who docs not wish us to publish his name, but who will answer any questions by
letter (name and address tw be obtained trom us), writes June 27th, 1900:—“ I send you an account ol
acase of Pneumonia, in which the ‘ Rilford "was used with much success.
The case in point was
that of a boy aged twelve.
Pneumonia showed itself on May 22nd. On May 25th oxygen was first
used, a cylinder being obtained from the Cottage Hospital, where one is always kept ready. On
Sunday, May 27th, this gave out, and as there was on that day no possibility of gctting another
|5
cylinder, my ‘ Rilford’ was taken down, and first used at 8.30 p.m.
From 10 p.m. to 7 a.m, oxygen

&t.,

was at first administered every 45 minutes, then every hour, with the result that the boy, whose

case

seemed almost hopeless at ro p.m., was decidedly better.
The improvement continued,
‘Rilford” being used at longer intervals during the 29th and the nights of the 28th and 29th.

the
The

boy is now convalescent, and in the Isle of Wight.

I think, humanly speaking, the presence of a

‘hilford’ in the village saved his life.”

BRADFORD.

Please mention

The Originals of these and many other Testimonials

this

Journal

when

corresponding

with

may

be seen

here.

Advertisers.
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ARTISTIC

AND

BEAUTIFUL

WILLIAMSON’S

Hantern Slides ‘Kinematograph Films.
GRAYSTONE

BIRD,

LATEST SUBJECT.

Photographer, | BATH.

123.

No.
19

AWARDS

LAST

SILVER,

SEASON,

AND

INCLUDING

BRONZE

Sky

Effects,

‘Attack on a Chinese

MEDALS.

SPECIALITIES :—Child Studies.
and

GOLD,

Genre.

Etc.,

.

Sea

Etc.

.

Mission Station.

BLUEJACKETS

LARGE

NEW

SERIES

FOR

SEASON

1900-1.
L/-

CATALOGUES

FREE.

TRADE

SUPPLIED.

of Limelight

Apparatus.

Messrs.

Works—d5,

cutting for Corenaingvap its and other purposes.

STREET,

Tcan

CLERKENWELL,

E.C.

As

! most

LANTERN

HE.

MOSS,

OUTFIT

98, SNOW

Acetyl

BO

this

Roberts

etc.,

and

for seeing ‘which

DALE,

Kircuener,

and ‘now

sent

to

way to put

Major-

China,

the

is

Sites

Lantern.

A.I.E.E.,
this

Salisbury.
Paper.

& SON,

CATALOGUE ON RECEIPT OF BUSINESS CARD.
es

---

Indents can be sent through all Shippiiie Houses.

Gas

oe
Engineer,

HILL, BIRMINGHAM.
Mention

useful

LorDs

FRENCH,

30/-

Telegrams, ‘* ACETYLENE, BIRMINGHAM,’

Please

”’

| Uhe Earliest and Largest
[Producers of DZantern Slides.

2983
end
ud Stamp for Tlustrated
rated List.

J.

to

YORK

JET

Generator that will not smell or allow gas to escape,
2-burner Jet, 4 feet best Tubing, half doz. extra Burners,
Burner Cleaner, and 5 Ibs. ‘Abingdon Selected” Carbide.

R,

BRIGHTON.”

‘“EVER-READY

N.B.—Mention

Offer.

COMPLETE

‘Telegrams—" FILMs,

into your

Is a big success, and gives an intense light.

Special

sent

GENERAL

and the very finest Carbide.

Far and away the best lantern jet.

& SON, Blackheath.

|

Lanterns, Lantern Jets, Burners, }ubing, Burner Cleaners,

FOUR-BURNER

supplied only by

|
a

IMPERIAL,
CROWN,
ACETYLITE,
DREADNOUGHT, BON ACCORD, &c.

“MOSS”

TRADE

ELECTRIC FLASH-LIGHT,

All the Best Makes of Generators in Stoek :—

THE

DISCOUNT.

WESTERN ROAD, HOVE, BRIGHTON.

THE

AND EVERYTHING
REQUIRED FOR
ACETYLENE GAS LIGHTING.

light up a Bicycle, a Magic Lantern, a House,
Church, a Iotel, or a Town, and do it well.

ABINGDON,
INCANTO,

USUAL

W. BUTCHER

2684.

Telephone

THE ACETYLENE SUPPLY STORES,
ANYTHING

LESS

The WHOLESALE

Repairs to Lanterns and Cinematographs.

208, ST. JOHN

FOOT.

RESCUE.

great applause.

Blow-through Jets from 7/6. Mixed Jets from 8/6.
Equal to the Best.
Wheel

PER

THE

Feet.

This sensational subject is full of interest and excitement from start to finish, and is everywhere received with

J. BONNEVILLE,
Maker

TO

230

Journal

when

YORK
& SON,
67, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill, London, W.
corres ponding with

Advertisers.
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In short, it is absolutely

necassary, in order to obtain

a true colour record, to photograph through ‘ colourcurve
screens, and correct synthesis is possible only
with “ pure colour ’’ screcns.
It is true it may happen that, in dealing with compound colours, the cflects of departure from theoretically
correct conditions will not always result so disastrously
as in dealing with the spectrum itself; but no reliance
can be placed upon any but fundamentally correct
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|

oY
ban & Fase

||
-

methods.
It is also true that the habit of the eye and mind, due

to familiarity with monochromatic photographic reproductions, makes some dilution of colour acceptable to

PRESTWICH PROJECTOR,
In the new cinematograph projector lately
introduced by the Prestwich Manufacturing

most people, but a recognition of the principle I have
stated is necessary in order to introduce this dilution
without change of hue. The dilution must be equivalent
Co., of 744, High-road, Tottenham, there is a
to adiixture of white light only, and this is roost per- °
very
ingenious method of ensuring that the picfectly effected by broadening the spectrum bands which
are taken as synthesis colours without materially dis- ' tures shall appear in the correct relation to the
placing them
In positive synthesis we build up our composite colour
photographic image by adding lignt to light, red, grecn,
and biuc, as already described ; but we may also employ
a method of negative synthesis, producing fixed colour
prints upon paper or glass, in which case we commence
with our white surface, and build up the picture by
superposing
coloured
shadows
(transparent
colour
prints) upon it.
This method is essentially complementary to the other,
and the colours of the transparent prints are like tke
shadows of the corresponding positions in the white field
of the triple lantern.
Red, green, and blue, being the colours in positive

Ty

synthesis,

minus

red, minus

grecn,

and

minus

blue,

or

ENS

oe

:

cyan blue, bright crimson, and yellow, are the printing
colours.
If our white surface, against which these colour prints
are superposed, were a white made by mixing red,
blue, and green spectrum rays, no further definition of
the printing colours would be necessary.
Inasmuch,
however, as our white is ordinarily madc up of all the
spectrum rays. it becomes necessary to consider the
absorption of the colours in the intermediate spectrum
regions.

The

en

function

of

the

printing

colours

is to most

efficiently subtract irom ordinary white light the visual
impression belonging to the respective simplc colour
elements.
In other words, the printing colours as seen
in ordinary white light should appear to match as nearly
as possible the minus (shadow) colours which may be
produced in the physiologically white field of a device for
positive synthesis.
This would not be accomplished by absorptions complementary to the correct photographic action, for the
reason, for instance, that a minus red (c line) is considerably more antichromatic to the red clement than a
minus yellow (D line), although the yellow is morc active
than the red in the production of tke respective negative,
in accordance with Maxwell's curves.
The absorption
I will give one practical illustration.
of the dye cyanine is in approximate concordance with
the Maxwell red curve, and, when it is used as a colour
sensitiser on a suitable photographic plate, it yields a
density curve also pretty close to the Maxwell red curve;
but this colour, in ordinary daylight, is no more like our

minus red than cobalt-blue glass is like signal-green.
The relative efficiency of the absorption falls as we go
towards the next “primary” in the spectrum, because it
involves simultaneous damping of the visual impression of
that other “primary.”

(Lo be continued.)

é/

en ee,

mask.
Some instruments are so arranged that
the mask is made to move upwards or downwards, but this occasions
the screen, whereas with

a dodging about on
the method adopted

in the instrument in question, the mask or
aperture remains stationary and the film itself
At the lower part of the illustration
: is shifted.
a small crank handle will be seen, this controls
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the position of the sprocket wheels with relation

to the mask, which is thus

enabled

to be sta-

tionary. In this manner the exact framing of
the pictures can be assured quickly and without
trouble, even whilst the machine is running.

APPARATUS

IN

CONNECTION

WITH

ACETYLENE

LIGHTING.

Those who patronise the acetylene light in its
varied

forms

will doubtless

be glad to know

that Mr. R. J. Moss, of 98, Snow Hill, Birming-

ham, can

supply them with any generator or

fitting that has been placed upon the market,
his business being that of an expert and dealer
in acetylene fixtures.
Those who may have

picture they sight the ironclad (which grows slowly more

definite by special movement) and the submarine boat
sinks below the water, leaving only the tops of the
conning towers visible above the surface.
Going in
chase of the ironclad it is gradually lost to sight in the
obscurity of the depths of the ocean.
The picture then
suddenly changes, a terrific explosion fills the centre of
view,

which

passing

off

discloses

the

ironclad

on

its

; beam ends about to plunge into the abyss below, the
result of the explosion being seen in clouds of smoke,
steam, and sparks.
Tur Granp InLuMINAtiIoNs OF THE CHATEAU D' Eau
Panis, 1900.—The builting by day changing to night
with the outlines defined by coloured electric lamps, the
stone being tinted by their soft glow. Fountains in the
foreground are seen to play, the water rising and falling
while continually changing colour.
The great veil of
watcr from centre of building is seen falling, while

difficulties in this direction will do well to con-

miniature cascades are in motion from the many basins,

sult him, as he has had an extended

with grand chromatic effects.

experience
inventions

in this special branch.
Several
of his own, including a_ special

generator
success,

and varied

and burner,
but he has

have

broad

met
ideas

with great
and

is in a

position to supply any acetylene apparatus on
the market according to the requirements of
his customers.
His opinion in such matters is
of great value.
SLIDES

The

new

OF

THIBET

AND

firm of Sanders

Shaftesbury

Avenue,

W.,

NEW

GUINEA.

and

Crowhurst, 71,

has

obtained

from

the well-known publishers, Fisher, Unwin & Co.,

the sole right for making lantern slides from the
original negatives which were used in making
the illustrations in the popular works, “ Through
Unknown
Guinea.”

Thibet,” and also “ Through New
These illustrations are full of interest,

and should command a ready sale. The same
firm has brought out a slide which is of interest
bearing the inscription, ‘ Old Stay-at-home,”
together with a well lighted photograph of a
half-crown piece.
This slide forms a good
counterpart to the slide sometime ago intro-

duced by Messrs. York & Son, containing a
photograph of a threepenny piece with ‘A

Regular Church-goer’ printed around it.
MECHANICAL

EFFECT

SLIDES.

There is a charm in watching the general effect
of good mechanical slides, especially when they
emanate from one who is an authority in
producing such. Some of the new effects introduced by Mr. Edmund H. Wilkie, 114, Maygrove Road, West
Hampstead,
are
N.W.,

almost beyond description. We will, however,
endeavour to give some details of two.
THE HIDDEN TERROK.—Submarine
the ocean with a small

warfare—Dawn

on

ironclad in the distance, on the

right side of the picture the submarine boat enters
floating half submerged,
On reaching the centre of the

DOUBLE

WEIGHT

VELOX.

Velox paper is capable of yielding beautiful
prints, and that known
as double weight
requires no mounting, the emulsion being
coated on substantial cardboard.
Exposures
may be made either by daylight or by the light
of an ordinary lamp or gas. In order to obtain
the correct exposure, it is well to use a small
piece of paper as atest, for when printed no
image can be seen until after development. The
developer recommended by the sole British
agents, Messrs. Griffin & Son, of Sardinia
Street, W.C., is as follows :—
WG OR Sistered 02 acdceeranuratahegedtted
canara aa buadte 10 ounces.

Me tolovcss deccancas Gia ata Peete dea duatacts
Sodium Sulphite, crystals, pure ........

Hydroquinone

...............2.....00-

7 grains.
$ ounce.

30 grains.

Sodium Carbonate, desiccated .......... 200 grains.
(or 400 grains of crystallised carbonate.)
10°/, Bromide of Potassium solution, about 10 drops.

Novz.—In
England, Canada,
or wherever
the
“ British Pharmacopeia "' is official, use 150 grains
of the desiccated Sod. Carb.

This developer can, if desired, be applied to the
prints with a brush while the print lies face
upwards on a piece of glass plate.
After
development is complete the prints should be
dipped into clean water for a second or two and
immersed in the following fixing bath, after
which they should be washed in running water
for about an hour.
HyPOssic.2sded cc be aeee

Water

ac

eheee

ayes 16 ounces.

i.ccceaaceeicecce sei bie anes starareccianca 64 ounces.

Then add the following hardeving solution :

Weber: scieauecicure
seams ad es e-enveds 5 ounces.
Sodium Sulphite Crystals ..............
% ounce.
Commercial Acetic Acid (containing 25%
PULE ACId) cl ceeaeeneddseanes
veeees 3 ounces.
Powdered Alum ..............
0.00 eeeeee $ ounce.
With the hardening solution this mixture’ keeps
perfectly clear and can be made up at any time in
advance.
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Demeny’s

RG

#80.

,LUMIERE,
ELGE,

CELEBRATED

A

CHRONO.

HEPWIX,

—-

PROJEGTOR.

Steady

Film: Subjects.
Largest

and

—

Reliable

SOLE

:

| HEPWORTH

fee = te

ftundreds in use all over the

9,
orld.

OFFICE

L. GAUMONT

varied

selection

in the world.

Taking, developing, and printing other people's Views
A SPECIAL
FEATURE.

Absolutely
otPase

most

Latest Catalogues on application.

Flickerless,

fewtete we

and

FIRST
QUALITY ONLY.
ee

’

Silent,
—

Xlil.

AND

WHOLESALE
&

AGENTS

FOR

co.,

Cinematographers.
Factory—W ALTON-ON-THAMES.
SHOWROOMS:

& CO., 25, Cecil Court, Charing Cross, LONDON, W.C.
Telefzrams:

“ OBJECISTI,

£22 10s. (\ 2Rew
COMPLETE.

De

Tue

LONDON.”

Cinematoaraphs
PRIMUS” MATACRAPH
(PATENT.)

An Improved combination

Cinematograph

and

self-winding

Optical

SPECIFICATION.—Highly

Lantern.
finished

matagraph

movement, with acjustable flush mask, feed and take up
sprockets, in polished walnut case, pivoted to turn aside
and bring lantern attachment into position.
Two
Russian iron spools for 400 feet film.
Arrangement for

single loose films.
Patent automatic safety shutter.
Automatic slide carrier. Russian iron lantern body, on
walnut base.
Lantern attachment and interchangeable
tube lens.
Matagraph lens, 3 inch focus. Condenser,
4z.inch Meniscus and Double Convex.

mixed jet.

Stout

Price

F. B. high-power

travelling case, fitted to the machine.

£22

10s.

complete.

Tue THEATRE MATACRAPH
(FIREPROOF PATENT.)
ABSOLUTELY
THE MOST PERFECT
CINEMATOGRAPH IN THE MARKET.
This Machine is a much more elaborate instrument than the '‘ Primus’ Matagraph, and Is better
finished

f

suitable
if

=

and

for

heavier

Music

made

Hall

in every

and

Theatre

long lengths of Film are necessary.

au
{ |

PARTICULARS

Price

£245

ON

respect,

use

and

where

APPLICATION.

complete.

W. BUTCHER & SON, Blackheath, LONDON, SE.
Full

Catalogue

of Lanterns,

Accessories,

Slides,

etc., Free on

Application.
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PATENTS

and

TRADEMARKS.

& CO,,

W.P. THOMPSON
322, HIGH

Telegraphic Address:
DISCOVERY, LONDON.

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

6, BANK ST., MANCHESTER;

Also at 6, LORD ST., LIVERPOOL;

W.C.

Telephone

6823,

ST., BIRMINGHAM.

TEMPLE

LOWER

Oppositions conducted,
Patents secured, maintained, defended and worked in all countries.
opinions on infringements given, and expert evidence arranged.
Trademarks, Designs and Copyrights secured and defended in all countries granting protection.
Handbook

of Patent

Law.

Tenth dition.

searches

made,

All countries, 2s. 6d.

Diicians t...

SONS,

&

WATSON

WW.

British Portion, 6d.

No.

HOLBORN

b.IM. Government

313, High Holborn, London.
OF THE

MANUFACTURERS

ACTUAL

Lantern

HUNDREDS

OF

Artistic

Slide

NEW

SLIDES.

Colouring

Established

THE
Skilled

Undertaken.

LECTURES

W. WATSON

Write

Publishers.

Season’s

Sent

Operators

List.

Any

LONDON

IN

STOCK

LARGEST

Distance.

PUBLISHED.

ARRANGED AND

HOLBORN,
& SONS, i pent| 313, HIGH
LONDON.
1837.

BEARD’S

GWYER’S

ECLIPSE
CARRIER gx=
10/6

for New

LANTERNS

CLASS

HIGHEST

=

rower

LIMELIGHT JETS

It produces an cffect similar to dissolving.

The Slides are inserted and withdrawn by a single movement.

Used in eoniuneton: with a

GAS REGULATOR
mM

Pendant

results with all kinds of jets.

Price

-

most

3O/-.

FREE

ARG LAMPS.

| What

All mechanical movements
for centering arc.
These
Lamps are used by the Poly-

“Trilby"’

Borough

Rd.,

an experienced
says :—

Old Kent

Hall here.

It iuminateda

picture at SO feet distance

with 15 inch lens.
Ib worked quite easily and gaye nearly as
much light as the 10 ampere direct current are lamp, and
the are larnp was notin the same street for evenness of light

Re ,

R. R. BEARD,
10, Trafalgar

TRIAL ALLOWED.

Lanternist

and

Stocked,
Retail.

obtainable.

“TL yesterday sold my old meee Saturator so should like
anew One in its place.
The new Jet works very well
indeed.
I used it on Wednesday at a private trial in the

technic, Queen’s Hall, Royal om
Photographic Society, etc.
Marriott’s
Limes
Wholesale and

perfect lig ht for optical

projection

HAND-FEED

Assender’s

Saturator,

Ts the only reliable Regulator giving perfect

throughout.”

‘“teniactire,

Lantern

Expert

Rd., LONDON,

and

S.E.

ST,

J.S. WILLWway & SONS,
AUGUSTINE’S
PARADE,
BRISTOL.
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KAMMOGRAPH.

19860.

About a year ago an American firm (Anthony & |
Co., of New York, we believe) introduced in the

| 19884.

United States an instrument of the cinemato- |
graphic type in which the pictures were taken
on a circular plate of glass, the series of
pictures being in spiral form.
An instrument
of somewhat similar style has made its appear19908.
ance in this country during the past few weeks
under the name of the Kammograph.

19925.

:0:

|Cc—

_

20007.

—Seo—

—S

Sr Sse oe te eso ee

5th November, 1900.

167

Julius Graefe.

Improve-

ments in the production of mounts
for
photcgraphs and other pictures.
6th November, 1900.
Charles Anthony Burghardt,

Christian

Gustay

William Heory Heath.
the method of and means
changing
rolkd
film
cameras; also epplicable
praphy.
6th November, 1900. Charles

Warnecke,

aud

Improvements in
for exposing and
in photographic
to colour photo-

Scott Snell. Improvements in lanterns used for illuminating
pu poses.

6th November, 1900. Frank Albert Rcebuck.
Improvements in photographic shutters.
7th November, 1900.
James Glossop.
An
. improved

i

specially

parcel

carrier

for

applicable

for

carrying

bicycles,

photo-

graphic cameras.

sao
Cc—~

Soo
—-Eo—

The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, is compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent Agents, of
822,

High

Holborn, London,

W.C.,

to whom

No.

Recenr

Patent

15th October, 1900.
Wilkinson.

18363.
18364.
18367.

7th November, 1900. Hedley Heywood. Improvemeuts
connected
with
stereoscopes
cr
similar instruments fcr holding and discharging stereoscopic views, and for adjusting
purpuses.

20015.

7th Novemb«r, 1900.
John EKdward Thornton.
Improvements in cameras, roll holders, and

20052.

7th November, 1900. Frederick Thomas Parsons.
Improvements in photographic developers.

20180.

9th Nove mber, 1900. Robert William Shipway.
Improvements in apparatus for supporting

film spools.

all enquiries

for further information should be addressed.
18297.

20011.

APPLICATIONS.

John Wilkinson and Alfred

Improvements in photographic

prioting frames.

20195.

15th October, 1900. Augustus Rosenberg. Combined cinematograph and ordinary hand
camera.
15th October, 1900. Augustus Rosenberg. .Improvements in cinematographic apparatus.
15th October, 1900. An¢rew Ainslie Common.
Improvements relating to the focusing of

.
|
; 20226.
|
20230.

photographic cameras
when in use fcr
taking photographs.
9th November, 1900. Hvgh Somerville Morgan.
Improvements
in developing
baths for
photographic purpoees.
November, 1900.
Henry

9th

10th November,

18535.

John Wilkinson

19108.

. ments in photog: aphic print washers.
25th Oct b:r, 1900. Kodak, Limited. (Mathias
J. Eblman, United States.) Improvements

Albert Van Hoorn.

in or relating to ,hutographic
ridg+s aud the like.
19331.
19396.
19465.
19467.

19694.
19800.

29th October, 1900.

SPECIFICATIONS

Improve-

;
;
;

film cart-

Alfred Watkins.

Improve-

October,

1900.

James

Wyndham

5th November, 1900.

photographic

Abram Kershaw.

camera.

.

Graoichstaedten.
Kinematographs
means for displaying @ series of pictures.

Beult

: 23863 of 1899.

Meek,

Improved

PUBLISHED.

graphs.

2132 of 1900.

{

Improvement+ in apparatus for developing
photographic films.
- 3
31st Octorer, 1900, Emil Hochstrasser. Improvements in photograph dark chambers.
31st October, 1900. Grorge William Brown and
George Rolson Beaumcnt.
An improved
apparatus for «exposing and covering lantern
slides in the magic lautern.
2nd November,
1900.John Track Sandall.
An improvement in photographic film cartridges.
;

and

Gotz.
Photographic film holders or dark
slides for sensitive suifaces on pliable
supports.
24684 of 1899. Romano.
Apparatus for taking photo-

| 22180 of 1899.

ments in pho'ographic actinometers.
30th

washing

24689 «£1899.

Wilkinson.
Improvements in photographic
pri:-ting frames.
.
19th October, 1900.

plate

& Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.

ard Alfred

18662.

Edward Marshall Rosher.

Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting 1J/- for each specification to W. P. Thompson

plete.

18th Oct ber, 1900.

1900.

Portab.e photographic
draining rack.

17th October, 1900. Henry Milborne Selfe. An
optical instrument.
17th October, 1900. Carl Paul Goerz.
A new
or improved device for changing photogray hic plates or films in daylight. (Com-

Tattersall.

in cameras.

telescopes.
18517.

Percy

A shding movement for focusing the lenses

24319 of 1899.

(Fuller).

Mirror

apparatus

or

for

scenic effecte.

Davidson.
Cinematographs for taking
and pr: j-cting photographs in colours.
Thoruton-Pickard

Menufacturing

pany, Limited.
Photograph
iris diaphragms therefor.

shutters

Com-

and

256 of 1900.

Huet.

470 of 1900.

Mills (Soc. Auon. des Plaques et Papiers

Binoculars.

:

Phot. praphiques, A. Lumiere et ses Fils).
Reducing agents for phot::graphic negatives.
994 of 1900. Hearson.
Apparatus for use in and in

;

:
films and plates with sensitive emulsions.
5444 of 1900.
Stoneb:idge.
Lanterns.
11442 of 1900.
hector.
Portable hcuses.
(Date applied

con: ection with the coating of photographic

|

fer uuder International
Jaruaiy, 1900.)

Convention,

15th
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Gorrespondence.

A COMMENT
ON
NOTES

3K

MR. EK. H. STEVENSON'S
ON AUSTRALIA.

To Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.
Dear Siz,—I read with pleasure the article by Mr.
EK. H. Stevenson in your August issue, which, with the
exception of wrong names of places, will be read by
Vctorians with interest. But as we do not like our
cclony to be misrepresented, I feel that we have to place

oureelves right before the readera cf your

very widely

read journal.
Mr. Stevenson was good enough to menti-n my name in the article referred to, but immediately

after stated that the ordiaoary price here for compressed
ga3 was 1s. per foot.

When

Mr.

Stevenson

arrived

in

Melbourne I supplied him with gas at 6d. per foot, and
that is the price we have been supplying it at for many
months previous to that.
Wedo not charge forcylinders
nor regulators and charge only forthe actual gas con-

sumed, taking back any that may remain in the cylinders,
sothatIdo not know why Mr. Stevenson required to
place a wrong statement before your readers.
Hoping

you will give me a place in your valuable journal.
Yours, etc.,
ALEX.

Melbourne.

MARKING

LANTERN

GUNN.

SLIDES.

To Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.
S1g,—Could not some pressure be brought to bear upon
firms issuing lantern slides to make them adopt a clear

and universal method of marking.

This suggertion has,

I know, been pressed in your columns over and over

again, but seemingly with very little effect. At lantern
shows I fraquéntly have parcels of slides handed to me
for exhibition that are either not marked at all, or so
indefinitely. that in the dim light the correct way of
insertion cannot be seen.

Ifinmy many years of lantera

projection my eyes have been injured, it has been very

much more through efforts to discover the right way up
of small hymns or obscure views than through the
intensity of the light. With the closest scru:iuy you
cannot always avoid a mistake, which (as your attention
is direoted to carrier, etc.) is first made known to you by
the derisive tittering of spectators. If there exi:ted a

clearly understood rule, and if people would not accept
slides unless properly marked, the present irritating
state of things would directly cease.
Obediently yours,
W. J. B.

———.:0:

———

EISESIE SESESESECME
ETE SETHE TE THEBx]
|

8

Notes

RAISES SE SOS

and

Queries.

asks

about

a

new

incandescent

light

' mentioned in the current issue «f Chan)rs’ Journal,
which, however, gives few details.
.4mus.—The lamp
spoken of bas not yet been introlu:ed in this country,

0

IESE RIES EF

Optics.—We do not know where you can hire a set of
slides to illustrate a lecture on cptical illusions.
A
number of diagrams appeared in our back numbers,
Mr.
E. H. Wilkie, whose address you will see in the general
advertisement column, made the original drawings, and

weuld perhaps supply you with a set of slides from them.
He has all the drawings.

but in some American sc entific journals we have seen
allusions to it, The address is Mygic L ght Co., 9 to 15,
River Street, Chicago, U.S.A. From whit we ga'her
kerosene is forced by air pressure through avery fine
opening in a barner, but the tube ere it reaches the
burcer takes @ bend so that the flame heats the kerosene
before it emanates from the burner in tlie form of a gas,
a suitable disc is provided over the burner for mixing air
with the gas so that it burns with a blue smokeless
flame over which a mantle is suspended.
Tho princ'ple
is somewhat the same as small cooking stoves used in
this country under the names of Primus or Aetna.
F. J. Scrimgeour.—We congratulate you on your promotion in connection with your medical duties.
Flints.—The :aturator we made mention of in last
journ.l amuswers well for dissolving.
The trouble in
connection with saturators for dissolving lies not so
much in the saturator itself as the dissolver. If a
saturator has sufficient ether not to give an incandescent spot on Jime when direct oxygen is cff it can be
used for dissolving, but in the di:solver it is necessary to
have the hydrogen side well in advance of the oxygen
side, much more so than when using compres-ed gas
from two cylinders; in fact, the hydrogen or ether s.de
should be allowed to turn quite up before the oxygen
side is admitted.
You can alter your dissolver yourself
by filling the hydrogen nitch along the plug. If this is
done properly you should have no trouble. With regard
to the double raturator you have been using it is evident
that it requires drying out, and we think the makers
issue instructions for doing this. Re the screen which
you consider rather yellow, a little blue added wi!l rectify
matters.

C.

:

Kunig.—Sometimes

themselves

more

than

they

even

the police

should.

take

If, under

upon

the cir-

cumstances, you bad gone on in spite of their protest,

the protability is that you would have heard nothing
more of it. E. J. Strickland.—It by no means follows that the same
conditions preva] in your town asin Loudon, so your
best way is to consult the authorities in your part.
Geo. Kilburn.—In our next.
Light.—1. Riley Bros. 2. Newton
& Ca, 3. F. Brown.
4 and 5. About the same as two cylinders.
J. S. D.—You may be able to obtain slides on naval
architectura from Messrs. Newton & Co.
Old Subscriber.—As we understand your query, we
think you have overlooked the fact that you cannot
compare the light coming from the sitter's face with that
passing through a lantern slide in position
Had the
slide or view at the screen been reduced on a plate of the
siza of a lantern

+lide, the difference with regard to the

absolute focus of the different parts under the conditions
would be much reduccd. A lantern condeneer is a crude
appliance compared to a highly corracted photographic
lens,
Church Service, Liverpool.—Your letter bas been mislaid, and we forget your name.
Tne slides suitable for a
Cnurch s-rvice may be obtained from any large lantern
dealer. Better write a sermon to suit your slides.
E, Anderson.—We have received the circular which

you enclosed and note that you think it wonderful that
some cinemstcgraphic artists should be on hind to
photograph the attuck on a Chinese miesion h use or
station. You appear to take matters too se:iou ly. for
the whole thing 1s a fake pictur-—a sort of paut mime
scene enacted in this country with scenic backgrounds.
We think makers of fake films should state so on their
circulars.
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DARLINGTON’S HANDBOOKS.
2

OPTICS
DO YOU

LANTERN?

meeting better could
ritish
Weedly.

Of

I do;

handbook,"

be

wished

for."—

Far superior to ordinary guides."—London

Daily
ts.each.

I'd.

Yale o

angollen.

@

Nort!

ales

The Severn Yalley.

The Wye Yalley.

and the New

Coas

A

A

so will

mee
Descriptiv

Aberystwith, Towyn, Barmouth, and Dolgelly.
Malvern, Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester.

60 Illustrations.

24 Maps and Plans,

&c.,

in Italy, Greece,

Turkey,

Palestine,

Wales, 15., 15. 6d., and 2s. Complete

and

List

L.

Egypt;

Post Ir

°DARLINGTON & CO. LLANGOLLEN,

THE

you.

=

97, Queen

“INJECTOR”
GX

.

Price List
Post Free.

AND
ENYIRONS.
By E. C. COOK, and E. T. CooK, M.A.

PHOTOGRAPHS. Beautiel. Photographs
Photographs of
Scenes
of Scenery,

Ruins,
i

Get

scriptive |

PHOTOGRAPHS.
— Beautiful

also North

7.

Lan

splendidiy.

Llandrindod Wells, and the Spas of Mid- Wales.
3s. 6d. net.

|

one at once, and

Forest.

Bristol, Bath, Chepstow, and Weston-super-Mare.

LONDON

MODE.

tern, I succeed

Brighton, Eastbourne, Hastings, and St. Leonards.
Bournemouth

Matthews’

Portable

F.R.G.S.

The Channel Islands, é

|

course

with

Chronicle.

Maps by JOHN BARTHOI.OMEW,

The Isle of Wight.
6
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(JACKSON’S

PRICE

MATTHEWS
‘

.

Victoria

Street,

MIXED

PATENT.

30s.

LONDON,

°

E.C.

JET.

x

This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 Ibs. per square inch. In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M. Here the mixed gases meet the baffle plate B, which
has the two-fold effect of slencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The
mixed gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so tothe burner. The requisite pressure
MS
of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic regulator fitted
uf with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 lbs. ‘pressure.
f
Five seasons’ experience has fully established the s:periority of this Jet over all others.
It will yield
\ Z, ‘5 THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply
Ses of coal gas direct from the town’s pipe, or even froma bag without any pressure atall. If atown’s supply is not
a
available, it wi'l work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder.
We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets
=
should be purchased which cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-through jets, ejectororotherwise,
we do not know why they should be used at all, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the
Injector Jet will give two or three times the light. By removing the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary
mixed jet. This can be dene whenever it is desired to work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. “When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to be touched again when using town's gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the
supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.
:
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house Pipe
The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price. Further particulars free on application te
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EASTMAN’S

PAPERS.
PERMANENT

BROMIDE

printing by contact.

Two

PAPER.—

qualities;

Unsurpassed for enlarging or for

EXTRA

RAPID- for hard

or dense

negatives and for enlarging by artificial light. SLOW-—for
soft and delicate
negatives, and for enlarging by daylight. Three grades: “A”—Thin, Smooth.
“B”—Thick, Smooth, “C”—Thick, Rough,

PLATINO-MATTE
platinotype effect.

PAPER.—A

paper giving a rich

For enlarging or printing by contact.

BROMIDE

Readily toned toa rich

permanent sepia or brown colour,

Two grades—-EXTRA

RAPID & SLOW.

Each in two qualities, “A” and “C ”—smooth and rough paper respectively.
ROYAL

BROMIDE

PAPER.—An

antique tinted

paper with

a surface

like hand-made paper. May be had either Rough or Smooth, and is specially
recommended when it is desired to obtain breadth and strength of effect. The
rough variety is most suited for enlargements or large direct work—the smooth,
for smaller prints.

IN PACKETS OF HANDY CUT SIZES from 6d. UPWARDS.
ALSO IN SHEETS AND ROLLS.
OF ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS, AND OF

KODAK,
Wholesale

&

Ltd., 43 Clerkenwell Road,
LONDON,

Retail Branches

‘96 Bold St., LIVERPOOL,

& 72-74 Buchanan

E.C.

St., GLASGOW.

Retail Branches:

59 Brompton Road, S.W.; 60 Cheapside, E.G; 115 Oxford Street, W.; and
171-173 Regent Street, W.
And at Paris, Rerlin, Brussels, St. Petersburg, Melbourne, Vienna, Moscow, Rochester, New York.
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